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TEMPLE MOUNT FAITHFUL-AMUTAH ET AL.
v. ATTORNEY-GENERAL
INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF THE POLICE
MAYOR OF JERUSALEM
MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
DIRECTOR OF THE ANTIQUITIES DIVISION
MUSLIM WAQF
In the Supreme Court Sitting as the
High Court of Justice
[September 23, 1993]
Justice Menachem Elon, Deputy President,
Justice Aharon Barak, Justice Gavriel Bach
V. THE PARTIES
Petitioners
Petitioner 1: Temple Mount Faithful Amutah
Petitioner 2: Chairman, Temple Mount Faithful Amutah
Petitioners 3, 4, 5, 6: Members of Temple Mount Faithful Amutah
Respondents
Respondent 1: Attorney-General
Respondent 2: Inspector-General of the Jerusalem Police
Respondent 3: Mayor of Jerusalem
Respondent 4: Minister of Education and Culture
Respondent 5: Director of the Antiquities Division
Respondent 6: Muslim Waqf
Petition for an order nisi. The petition is denied.
Moshe Drori, Yair Asael for the Petitioners.
Osnat Mandel, Senior Assistant State Attorney, H.C., in the State Attor-
ney's Office, for Respondents 1, 2, 4, 5;
Yitzhak Eliraz for Respondent 3.
Respondent 6 did not appear.
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1. We are called upon to consider a petition dealing with certain activi-
ties on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, the capital of Israel. This subject,
by its very nature, arouses intense feelings among the parties to the suit;
and beyond them, it is part of a history of religious, spiritual, and political
experience going back thousands of years. All this, by its very nature,
leaves its mark on the arguments of the litigants, which combine both
sensitivity and emotion, on the one hand, with "cold" [i.e., impassive] fac-
tual and legal arguments, on the other. As a court, our mandate is to
chart a path between these, as our eyes see, our ears hear, and our hearts
feel. We cannot do justice to a subject such as this on the basis of purely
"legal" considerations. Rather, we are obligated to consider history as
well, and that we will do.
The order of the court's deliberations will be as follows: after discussing
the subject of the petition (sections 2-3), we shall first examine the history
and descriptions of the Temple Mount chronologically, by historical peri-
ods: when the Jewish people Ived in its land (sections 4-16); when the
Second Temple was destroyed and the Temple Mount was under the rule
of different nations (sections 17-23); and when the Temple Mount was
liberated in the Six-Day War (section 24). This review is necessary for an
understanding of the factual and legal arguments in this proceeding.
Then after setting forth the relevant statutes, we shall detail the actions
claimed by Petitioners to have been taken on the Temple Mount by Re-
spondent 6, the Waqf, and the responses of the Respondents (sections 25-
27). Then we shall describe the view the court conducted on the Temple
Mount in order to resolve these factual contentions. In that connection,
we shall review the halakhic strictures regarding access to the Temple
Mount (sections 28-32). Thereafter, we shall discuss the legal arguments
of the litigants (sections 33-38), and finally set forth our decision (sections
39-48).
B. The Petition
2. The first petitioner is the Temple Mount Faithful amutah, the second
is the chairman of the amutah, and the others are its members. On Sep-
tember 27, 1990, the petitioners filed this petition, in which they re-
quested that an order nisi be issued:
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1. against Respondent no. 1 [the Attorney-General - M.E.], to
show cause why he should not reverse his decision not to prose-
cute the offenders [who, it is alleged, are the Muslim Waqf, the
sixth respondent - M.E.] for violating on the Temple Mount the
Planning and Building Law, 5725-1965 and the Antiquities Law,
5738-1978.
2. against Respondent no. 3 [the Mayor of Jerusalem - M.E.], to
show cause why he should not reverse his decision not to exer-
cise the authority vested in him by section 238a of the Planning
and Building Law regarding the construction on the Temple
Mount.
3. against Respondents 4 and 5 [the Minister of Education and
Culture and the Director of the Antiquities Division - M.E.], to
show cause why they should not reverse the decision of Respon-
dent no. 5 not to exercise the authority vested in him regarding
the above-mentioned construction operations by chapter 7, and
especially section 31, of the Antiquities Law, 5738-1978.
4. against Respondent no. 2 [the Inspector-General of the Jeru-
salem Police - M.E.], to show cause why he should not continue
to investigate the violations still occurring on the Temple
Mount.
3. This petition is the continuation of the petition to H.C. 193/86 which
was filed by the petitioners, or some of them, on March 23, 1986, in which
the petitioners raised similar arguments. On June 25, 1984 this court
ruled on that petition as follows:
In the first prayer of the petition, the petitioners request that we
order Respondent no. 1 (the Commander of the Jerusalem Po-
lice) to initiate an investigation of the illegal construction on the
Temple Mount without the necessary building permits, viola-
tions of section 29 of the Antiquities Law, 5738-1978. As a re-
sult of our questioning today, we ascertained that the material
contained in the file is sufficient for the Attorney-General to
determine whether to prosecute. Consequently, there is no fur-
ther need to discuss the first point of the petition, and we strike
it. Correspondingly, the Attorney-General shall consider
whether to prosecute, and render his decision within three
months.
... With the consent of Respondent no. 2 [the Mayor of Jeru-
salem - M.E.], we are referring the material in the file to Re-
spondent no. 2, so that he may reconsider whether action
pursuant to section 238a of the Planning and Building Law,
5725-1965 is appropriate. Respondent no. 2 shall submit his de-
cision, with an explanation of his rationale, within three months.
Consequently, we strike the second point of the petition.
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•.. We are of the opinion that the file in H.C. 193/86 is ripe
for decision by the director [of the Antiquities Division - M.E.]
pursuant to section 31 of the Antiquities Law, 5738-1978. Ac-
cordingly, we strike the third point of the petition, as the matter
is referred to the Director, who is to submit his decision, and an
explanation of his rationale, within three months, whether to ex-
ercise his authority pursuant to section 31 of the Antiquities
Law....
All these points of the petition having been stricken, there is
no need to discuss it further, and we strike it. If the petitioners
wish, they may file a new petition regarding the decisions of Re-
spondents nos. 1-4 in accordance with the above rulings.... The
petitioners may add, as part of the petition, the material which
was submitted in H.C. 193/86.
On October 10, 1989, the Attorney-General determined "that at pres-
ent there is no reason to press charges against anyone for violating the
Planning and Building Law and the Antiquities Law"; on September 21,
1989, the Mayor of Jerusalem, Teddy Kollek, decided "not to act pursuant
to section 238a of the Planning and Building Law, 5725-1965 regarding
the building activities conducted on the Temple Mount"; and on Septem-
ber 24, 1989, the Director of the Antiquities Authority, Amir Drori, de-
termined "that authority conferred on me by section 31 of the Antiquities
Law, 5738-1978 should not be exercised" (Appendix P/li to the petition).
These decisions are the subject of the present petition.
C. The Temple Mount in History
1. General
4. Due to the nature of the subject and the substance of the issues
before us, the parties have raised arguments pertaining to the history of
the Temple Mount. It is only proper that we too should first address this
matter, albeit briefly, in order to place the Temple Mount in proper per-
spective and to correctly understand the historical and archaeological im-
portance of the sites and antiquities that it contains. This historical
review is necessary before we turn to the factual and legal contentions
presented to us.
The Temple Mount, on which the Temple was located (Isa. 2:2: "The
Mount of the Lord's House shall stand firm"; see also Jer. 26:18 and
Micah 3:12: "and the Temple Mount"), symbolized the unique religious
world and political independence of the Jewish people, from the begin-
ning of its existence in the Land of Israel. In great measure, the history of
the Temple Mount is the history of the Hebrew nation up to the time that
the nation's political independence ended. That this is true is attested by
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the fact that historians and halakhists have labeled and identified the his-
torical period of some thousand years during which the people of Israel
dwelt in its own land with the Temple Mount. The first period of the
history of the people in its land, up to the Babylonian exile (from the
tenth to the sixth century BCE) is known as the "First Temple period";
and the second period, from the Return to Zion in the fifth century BCE
to the destruction of the Temple in 70 CE, is called the "Second Temple
period." The aggadists reiterated the centrality of the Temple Mount:
The Land of Israel is the umbilicus of the world,
set in the center of the world,
And Jerusalem is in the center of the Land of Israel,
And the Temple is in the middle of Jerusalem,
And the Heikhal [the Holy of Holies] is in the center of the
Temple,
And the Ark is in the center of the Heikhal;
And the Foundation Rock, on which the world rests, faces the
Heikhal (Midrash Tanhuma [ed. Buber], Kedoshim 10).
The people of this nation, both those in the Land of Israel and those in
the diaspora, came to it as pilgrims throughout the year and on the three
pilgrimage Festivals, in times of distress as in periods of joy. They longed
and yearned for it.
Just as the existence of the Temple on the Temple Mount was the high-
est expression of the political independence and religious singularity of
the people of Israel, so was its destruction the most traumatic event in
Jewish history, symbolizing the loss of the Jewish people's political inde-
pendence in its own land and its exile and dispersion among the nations
of the world. Indeed, now that the Hebrew nation has returned to its land
and has been restored to sovereignty after two thousand years by the
establishment of the State of Israel, there are those who call our time the
"Third Temple period." As the late Zilberg D.P. stated in the discussion
of the petition and request to pray on the Temple Mount:
My heart is with those "maximalists" who view our national in-
dependence as the awaited Redemption, the Third Temple, the
renewal of the life of the nation" [emphasis added - M.E.] (H.C.
222/68, M.A.15/69, Huggim Leumi'im Society v. Minister of Po-
lice, at 158).
See also: "The Temple Mount and Its Sites," Ariel 13 (1989), ed. E.
Schiller; A. Braun, Moshe Dayan and the Yom Kippur War (Tel Aviv:
1992), p. 98.
5. Since the Temple was destroyed and the Temple Mount laid waste,
the synagogue, as the center of Jewish religious and cultural life, has be-
come a "Temple in miniature."
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When the First Temple was destroyed, the prophet Ezekiel addressed
this prophecy of consolation to the exiles in Babylon:
Say then: Thus said the Lord God: I have indeed removed them
far among the nations and have scattered them among the coun-
tries, and I have become to them a temple in miniature in the
countries whither they have gone (Ezek. 11:16).
And what is the temple in miniature: "These are the synagogues and
study halls in Babylon" (T.B. Taanit 29a).
Synagogues everywhere are oriented toward the Temple, built on
Mount Moriah, where Abraham's faith in the one God was manifested in
the Binding of Isaac (II Chron. 3:1). When a Jew prays, wherever he is,
he directs his mind toward the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, and to the
Temple built upon it:
One who stands outside the Land [of Israel] directs his mind
toward the Land of Israel, as Scripture says, "they pray to You
in the direction of their land" (I Kings 8:48); one who is in the
Land of Israel directs his mind toward Jerusalem, as Scripture
says, "and they pray to the Lord in the direction of the city
which You have chosen, and of the House which I have built to
Your name" (id., v. 44); if one is in Jerusalem, he directs his
mind toward the Temple, as Scripture says, "if he comes to pray
toward this House" (II Chron. 6:32) .... In this manner every
member of the Jewish people will be directing his mind toward
that one place (T.B. Berakhot 30a).
This is the law which has been established and observed throughout
history, in every exile and diaspora, in every place where the members of
this nation have been exiled and gathered together (Maimonides,
Mishneh Torah, Laws of Prayer 5:1, 3; Tur, Orah Hayyim 94; Shulhan
Arukh, Orah Hayyim 94:1; see also E.A. 2/88, Ben Shalom et al. v. Cen-
tral Elections Committee for the Tenth Knesset et aL, at 265).
All the great attributes of Jerusalem - its beauty, splendor, and eternal
nature, all the laws and legends which have adorned and lauded it - stem
from the Temple Mount. And just as the earthly Jerusalem mirrors the
heavenly one (T.B. Taanit 5a; Midrash Tanhuma, Pekudei 1; see E. E.
Urbach, "Jerusalem on Earth and Jerusalem the Heavenly City," in Jeru-
salem through the Ages: The Twenty-Fifth Convention on the History, Ge-
ography and Archaeology of Israel, pp. 156 ff.; the Jerusalem Covenant,
section 2 [Ministry for Jerusalem Affairs, 1992]), so too does the earthly
Temple mirror the heavenly Temple (Mekhilta, Beshalah, Masekhta de-
Shirata 10; T.J. Berakhot 4:5; see also additional sources cited in M. Ka-
sher, Torah Shelemah, Exod. 15:202, 203).
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2. The First Temple
6. We learn of the construction, plan, and purpose of the First Temple
from I Kings 6-8, II Chron. 2-4, the Book of the prophet Ezekiel, and
various Tannaitic and midrashic sources (see Maimonides, supra, Laws of
the Temple 1:3; 2:1-2; 5:1; 6:14, 16; 7:1, 2, 5, 7, 23; Encyclopediah
Talmudica, vol. 3, s.v. "Beit ha-Mikdash [Temple]," pp. 224 ff.).
Then Solomon began to build the House of the Lord in Jerusa-
lem on Mount Moriah, where [the Lord] had appeared to his
father David, at the place which David had designated, at the
threshing floor of Ornan the Jebusite (II Chron. 3:1).
David purchased the threshing floor from Araunah, to build on it an
altar to the Lord (II Sam. 24:21-25); he sought to build the Temple upon
it, but the prophet Nathan informed him that he would not build the
House of the Lord, this honor would be reserved for his son Solomon (II
Sam. 7; I Chron. 17); I Kings 8:17-20). On the Temple Mount Solomon
built the royal palace and the Temple (beit ha-mikdash; this term appears
in the Tannaitic sources, and once in the Bible: II Chron. 36:17), accord-
ing to the details of its structures and vessels, as described in the Bible
and in additional sources (see supra, the beginning of this section (6): I
Kings, chaps. 6-8; 8:17-20, 27, 30, 38-40, 57-58; 14:25-26; 15:18, II Chron.
3:1; chaps. 2-4; 12:9; 16:2; 25:24; 33:2; 35:1-18; 36:7, 10, 17, and other
sources; see: Y. Yadin, "The First Temple," in Sepher Yerushalayim (The
Book of Jerusalem), ed. M. Avi-Yonah (Jerusalem: 1956), pp. 176-190;
reprinted in Schiller, pp. 155 ff.).
Solomon's prayer upon the completion of the House (I Kings 8) ex-
presses the uniqueness and purpose of the Temple:
But will God really dwell on earth? Even the heavens to their
uttermost reaches cannot contain You, how much less this
House that I have built! (id., v. 27).
The essence and mission of the Temple are that it is to be a place for
the service of the Lord, for the manifestation of the Divine Presence, and
for prayer, a place to which Jews individually and as a people direct their
prayers and entreaties, whatever the time, place or circumstances:
And when You hear the supplications which Your servant and
Your people Israel offer toward this place, give heed in Your
heavenly abode - give heed and pardon (id., v. 30);
' In any prayer or supplication offered by any person among all
Your people Israel - each of whom knows his own affliction -
when he spreads his palms toward this House, oh, hear in Your
heavenly abode, and pardon and take action! Render to each
man according to his ways as You know his heart to be - for You
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alone know the hearts of all men - so that they may revere You
all the days that they live on the land that You gave to our fa-
thers (id., vv. 38-40);
May the Lord our God be with us, as He was with our fathers.
May he never abandon or forsake us. May He incline our hearts
to Him, that we may walk in all His ways and keep the com-
mandments, the laws, and the rules, which He enjoined upon
our fathers (id., vv. 57-58).
Similarly, the Temple, in the writings of the prophets of Israel, was the
national center of the people of Israel and the place in which the Divine
Presence dwells: the House of the God of Jacob and the House of the
Lord (Isa. 2:2-3; Micah 4:1-2; Jer. 23:1; Ezek. 9:3; 43:5-9; Hab. 2:20; Joel
4:17, 21, and other sources), in the past and in the End of Days (Isa.
27:13; Jer. 31:5; 33:10-11), [for Israel] and for [all] the nations of the world
(Isa. 2:2-3; 56:7; 66:20, 23).
The reversal of Israel's political fortune also adversely influenced the
condition of the Temple. The political and military defeats suffered by
the kingdom of Judah after the reign of Solomon made the Temple, a
treasury of great riches, vulnerable to plunder (I Kings 14:25-26; 15:18; II
Kings 12:19; 14:4; II Chron. 12:9; 16:2; 25:24). As religious wars were
waged, idolatry even entered the Temple itself (II Kings 21:2 ff.; II Chron.
33:2 ff.). This situation was rectified in the time of Josiah (II Kings 23:22;
II Chron. 35:1-18), but shortly afterwards Nebuchadnezzar removed the
vessels and treasures from the House of the Lord and the royal palace (II
Kings 24:13; II Chron. 36:7, 10; Jer. 27:19-22, 28:3, and other verses). Ap-
proximately eleven years later, in 586 B.C.E., Nebuzaradan, Nebuchad-
nezzar's chief of the guards, broke into the Temple, seized all its bronze,
silver, and gold vessels to bring them to Babylonia, and burned the entire
structure. The Temple was destroyed in the month of Av (II Kings 25:8;
Jer. 52:12; T.B. Taanit 29a). The prophets pronounced the destruction of
the Temple and the Babylonian exile to be punishment for the religious
and moral sins of the people; and the prophet Ezekiel envisioned the de-
tails of the new Temple that would eventually be built (Ezek. 40-48).
3. The Second Temple
7. Haggai prophesied about the Second Temple: "The glory of this lat-
ter House shall be greater than that of the former one" (Hag. 2:9).
Although the Sages listed five things that were in the First Temple but not
in the Second, including the ark, the ark-cover, and the Urim and Thum-
mim (T.B. Yoma 21b), nevertheless, from the construction of the Second
Temple upon the Return to Zion from Babylon in 515 BCE until its de-
struction by the Romans in 70 CE, the Second Temple occupied center
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stage in national events of major import in the history of the Jewish peo-
ple, both to the Jewish people of Israel and the Temple itself. The Second
Temple was the religious and national center even for the Jews of the
Diaspora; and the teaching and law that went forth from it were accepted
without challenge by members of the Jewish people wherever they lived,
in the Land of Israel and in the diaspora. Herod's building projects in the
Temple and the Temple Mount rebuilt the Temple from its foundations.
As great as the religious and national significance of the building and
existence of the Second Temple, so great also were the mourning and
tragedy that befell the Jewish people throughout the world when the Sec-
ond Temple was destroyed. The destruction of the Second Temple left an
indelible mark on the laws and way of life of the Jewish people, in its days
of joy as well as sadness; the expressions "In memory of the destruction,"
on the one hand, and "May the Temple speedily be rebuilt," on the other
hand, are an integral part of every act or event, individual or communal,
on joyous occasions as in times of trouble and mourning (see infra, sec-
tion 16). The Ninth of Av, the eve and the day of the destruction of the
Temple, has become [a day of] religious and national mourning, and
every Jew, wherever he may be, even if Jerusalem and the Temple are
known to him only by his imagination, mourned the destruction of the
Temple as if he himself had suffered a personal loss.
8. We learn of the building of the Second Temple, including its descrip-
tion and plan, from the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah; to some extent
from the books of the prophets Haggai and Zechariah; from the Mishnah
(especially the tractates of Middot, Tamid, Yoma, and Shekalim); and
from the books of Flavius Josephus (who saw the Temple with his own
eyes and even served there as a priest): Antiquities and The Jewish War;
and from archaeological finds (and see Maimonides, Laws of the Temple,
loc. cit.; Encyclopediah Talmudica, loc. cit.).
9. In 538 BCE King Cyrus of Persia, who had conquered Babylonia,
issued a proclamation to the exiles in Babylonia announcing his intention
to raise the Temple from the ruins, and he even urged exiles to return to
their land and volunteer to participate in rebuilding the Temple. The re-
turning exiles numbered 43,000. As a result of various political factors,
the construction was not completed until the sixth year of the reign of
Darius I, 515 BCE, 70 years after the destruction of the First Temple; and
after the arrival of Ezra and Nehemiah, great efforts were made to ensure
that it continued to be maintained and improved.
10. When the Land of Israel was conquered by the Greeks, an organ-
ized Jewish community was clustered around the Temple, and the author-
ities generally provided economic support for those serving in the
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Temple. The attitude of the Hellenistic rulers changed radically in the
reign of Antiochus IV Epiphanes, who violated the Temple in 169 BCE
and despoiled its vessels. Two years later, in 167 BCE, a pig (the "appal-
ling abomination"; see Dan. 9:27; 11:31; 12:11) was offered on the pro-
faned altar of the Temple. The offering of sacrifices in the Temple came
to a halt, and was not reinstated until three years later, when Judah Mac-
cabee retook Mount Zion and the Temple, smashed the altar for burnt
offerings that had been defiled by Antiochus, purified it, and rededicated
it. This event (165 or 164 BCE) was memorialized in the Hanukkah holi-
day, which commemorates the purification of the Temple and the renewal
of the Divine service after the liberation of the Temple Mount from its
Hellenistic defilers. It was established as a holiday to be celebrated by
the lighting of lights for eight days each year, from the twenty-fifth of
Kislev to the second (or third) of Tevet (T.B. Shabbat 21a; I Maccabees
[Apocrypha] 4:36-59; II Maccabees [Apocrypha] 1:8-9, 18-36; 2:10-12;
10:1-8).
Sometimes the Temple Mount, the Temple, and its treasures had the
favor of the Gentile authorities, while at other times they were a target to
be exploited and plundered by the Hellenistic rulers or - after the Hasmo-
nean period - by the Roman authorities (Pompey and Crassus). Members
of the Jewish people, both in the Land of Israel and throughout the dias-
pora, regarded this not only as a profanation of the sanctity of the Tem-
ple, but also as an extremely severe blow to their national consciousness.
Every such attack and looting was followed by repairs and reconstruction,
the expense of which was willingly borne by all the members of the Jew-
ish nation throughout the world.
The portion of the Second Temple period up to the time of Herod was
summarized by M. Stern, the outstanding historian of this period:
The center of religious, political and social life in Judea was the
Temple. The Greek historian Polybius, of the second century
B.C.E., defined the Jews as a nation dwelling around the famous
Temple in Jerusalem (quoted in Josephus, Jewish Antiquities
12.136). Unlike other Eastern temples, the Temple of Jerusalem
was not rich in landed estate. The livelihood of the priests and
Levites was, according to the precepts of the Torah, the concern
of the entire nation, which was required to render them gift of-
ferings and tithes. However, the Torah had imposed no regular
periodic tax for the maintenance of the Temple, the daily sacri-
fices, etc. Nehemiah (see Part II) was the first to levy through-
out all Judea a tax of one-third of a shekel (Nehemiah 10:33) to
cover the expenditure of the Temple. To what extent this prac-
tice persisted between the days of Nehemiah and those of the
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Hasmoneans is not clear, but we know that the Temple received
some funds from the gentile monarchy, which contributed to the
financing of the daily sacrifice. Because of its particularly sacred
character, the Temple also served as a depository to hold in trust
such things as money belonging to widows and orphans or to
wealthy persons fearful of losing their assets under the often in-
secure conditions that prevailed in the land (M. Stern, "The Pe-
riod of the Second Temple," in Toledot Am Yisrael [A History of
the Jewish People], ed. H. H. Ben-Sasson (Tel Aviv: 1969), vol. 1,
p. 185).
11. Herod brought about a great change in the history and plan of the
Temple Mount, and the present appearance of the Mount is the result of
his endeavors. He sought to win the hearts of the people and accordingly
resolved to rebuild the Temple with even greater splendor and thus re-
store its glory as of old.
Many preparations were made before the beginning of the con-
struction work: one thousand priests were trained as stonecut-
ters and as builders for construction of the interior; and
approximately 10,000 Jewish laborers were put at the disposal of
this enterprise, along with the donkey-drivers and the carriages
(about one thousand in number) for transporting the stones.
The building was erected behind screens, to prevent alien [i.e.,
non-Jewish] eyes from beholding the holy work (Mishnah
Eduyot 8:6). The stones for the construction of the altar and the
ramp were brought from the subterranean bedrock [lit., virgin
rock] under the Beit-cherem valley which had not been touched
by iron [implements] (Mishnah Middot 3:4). The construction
work continued for forty-six years (according to John 2:2), but
the Sanctuary itself was built in only one and a half years; the
colonnades were constructed over the course of eight years (An-
tiquities 15:420/21). In addition to reconstructing the Temple
and the Courtyards, Herod also doubled the area of the Temple
Mount by erecting high walls near the Mount and then filling in
the space between the rock and the Temple plaza. Magnificent
colonnades were built along the walls and were connected to the
fortress of Antonia, which defended the Temple Mount from the
northwest; at the same time, a second bridge was erected, which
linked the southern part of the Mount with the Upper City. The
Sanctuary itself was raised by 40 cubits (approx. 20 meters) and
its front part widened by 30 cubits (15 m.), while its other
dimensions remained unchanged. The Temple was built of
white stone, and its gates and various ornamental elements were
covered with silver and gold, so that Josephus could compare
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the building to a mountain of snow and gold (The Jewish War
5:223) (Ha-Enziklopedyah ha-Ivrit 8:590).
The sacred area in the center of the Temple Mount measured 500 cu-
bits by 500 cubits (Mishnah Middot 2:1), and encompassed the Temple
and the Courtyards:
The Temple was divided into the Ulam, Heikhal, and Devir.
The Ulam was a sort of narrow antechamber, behind which was
the Heikhal, distinguished by its great splendor, with walls cov-
ered with gold. Its gate was the "Great Gate" of the Temple,
above which was a gold grapevine. The incense altar, the show-
bread table, and the golden candelabrum stood in the Heikhal,
which was surrounded by many chambers, in three storeys. The
Devir [the Holy of Holies], at the western end of the Heikhal,
was empty; and only the High Priest was permitted to enter it
once a year, on Yom Kippur. The Devir apparently surrounded
the "Stone," the Foundation Rock which is currently situated in
the Mosque of the Dome .... Herod doubled the area of the
Temple Mount.
Herod also made sweeping changes in the area adjoining the
Temple Mount on the west, as was revealed by the excavations
opposite the southern gates. Plazas were established, along with
a ramified system of access paths and staircases, which facili-
tated access to the Temple Mount by the myriads of pilgrims.
Unconventional construction was required in the southwestern
corner: this area was filled with surging throngs, for whom ac-
cess paths branched off, leading to the Temple Mount precinct
and the Upper and Lower Cities. The remnants of ornamenta-
tion discovered in the excavations attest to the artistry of the
architectonic details that contributed to the impressive monu-
mental appearance of the Temple Mount (Schiller, p. 25; see
also Encyclopediah Talmudica, vol. 10, s.v. "Temple Mount," pp.
575 ff.).
12. Tractate Middot reports in great detail of the contents and dimen-
sions of Herod's Temple. An extensive description is also provided by
Josephus in his books (also see H. Albeck, Mishnah, Middot, Introduc-
tion). Tractate Tamid contains a description of the Temple service, from
the clearing of the ashes to the conclusion of the offering of the daily
sacrifice (see H. Albeck, Mishnah, loc. cit.; see also Encyclopediah
Talmudica, s.v. "Temple"). In a detailed essay on the Second Temple,
Prof. Avi-Yonah discusses the dimensions and structures of the Temple
and describes its various sections, vessels, entrances and lintels, walls and
ornamentation, courtyards, outer walls, gates, water supply, etc., all of
which need not be elaborated here (see M. Avi-Yonah, "The Second
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Temple," in Sepher Yerushalayim, pp. 392-418; reprinted in Schiller, pp.
163 ff.). Regarding the above-mentioned details and descriptions in the
Mishnah and in Josephus' books, Avi-Yonah states:
1. Since the Mishnah was redacted approximately five genera-
tions after the destruction of the Temple, most of the testimonial
evidence is second or third-hand. Needless to say, however, the
Sages took pains to be precise regarding the dimensions and the
description of the other details, and they described the plan in
full, since they had never lost the hope that they would return
and rebuild the Temple. As proof that the description in the
Mishnah is reliable, in several places [the Mishnah] cites dis-
agreements among the witnesses regarding aspects of the Tem-
ple's appearance. Consequently, when there is no disagreement,
the text is accurate according to all opinions. At any rate, the
statements made about the Temple constitute testimony of the
highest reliability.
The Sages speak little of the buildings around the Temple and
in the outer courtyard, and mention them only incidentally.
2. Josephus saw the Temple with his own eyes, and undoubtedly
also served in it as a priest. He wrote his book, however, for
foreigners, who were incapable of verifying the accuracy of his
statements (since the Temple had already been destroyed by the
time he wrote), and he sought to raise the esteem of these for-
eigners for the Temple and its builders. Josephus provides an
especially detailed description of the outer buildings on the
Temple Mount, but his numbers are generally not accurate. The
description in the Mishnah is more accurate than his, even
though some of the description in the Mishnah is the subject of
controversy (loc. cit., p. 167).
13. The Temple Mount and the Temple were the heart of the nation
and the focal point of its faith. Law and judgment went forth from them
to all Israel, and all the members of the Jewish people gathered around
them - those who lived in the vicinity and those who came from afar:
The Temple was a magnet for Jews of the entire country; priests
from all parts of the country, even if they were not permanent
residents of Jerusalem, came in their multitudes to serve in the
priestly divisions (lit., "watches") to which they belonged. The
Jewish masses made pilgrimages, mainly on the major Holidays,
and were joined by many others who came from the Diaspora.
The men did not go up to Jerusalem alone but took their wives
and children along. Philo of Alexandria (The Special Laws
1.69) described this streaming of Jews to the Temple in terms
that reflect his pride and joy: "For every Festival, countless mul-
titudes from countless cities come - some over land, others over
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sea, from east and west and north and south - to the Temple as
to a safe haven and refuge from the bustle and turmoil of life,
there to seek calming repose and release from the cares whose
yoke has been heavy upon them from their earliest years."
This gathering of the masses provided a suitable context for interaction
between different circles from various parts of the country as well as from
the Diaspora (Stern, loc. cit., p. 256; see also M. D. Herr, "Jerusalem, the
Temple, and the Divine Service As They Existed And As They Were Re-
garded During the Second Temple Period," in Jerusalem from the Second
Temple Times to the Modern Period: A Selection of Articles from Yad
Izhak Ben-Zvi Publications [Jerusalem: 1981], p. 1).
"Whoever has not seen the building of Herod has never seen a fine
building in his lifetime" (T.B. Bava Batra 4a). The Sages lavished praise
on the building constructed by Herod, despite the harsh measures
adopted by Herod against the Sages and his fellow Jews. The Sages con-
tinually described the beauty of the building. It was constructed of three
types of marble: "blue, yellow (green), and white." The courses in the
walls were laid in the following manner: "alternate courses projected, to
leave room for the mortar between the courses." Herod desired to cover
the entire building with gold, but the Sages deterred him from doing so,
"since it was more beautiful as it was, resembling the waves of the sea"
(id.).
The beauty of the building was intertwined with its sanctity:
Inside the wall [of Jerusalem] is more sacred than they... ; the
Temple Mount is more sacred than inside the wall ... ; the Hel
[a place within the fortifications of the Temple] is more sacred
than the Temple Mount.. .; the Women's Court is more sacred
than the Hel ... ; the Court of the Israelites is more sacred than
the Women's Court... ; the Court of the Priests is more sacred
than the Court of the Israelites, for the Israelites may not enter
the Court of the Priests except when required for the laying on
of the hands, the slaughtering, and the waving ... ; [the space]
between the Ulam and the altar is more sacred than the Court of
the Priests ... ; the Heikhal is more sacred than the space be-
tween the Ulam and the altar ... ; the Holy of Holies is more
sacred than all of these, for only the High Priest may enter
there, and only on Yom Kippur (Mishnah Kelim 1:8-9; Numbers
Rabbah 7:8).
14. Beginning in the time of the Roman procurator Pontius Pilate (26-
36 CE), relations between the Jews and the Roman government wors-
ened (Stern, p. 243), and reached a crisis during the reign of Caius [Cae-
sar Augustus] Caligula (37-41), who, believing in his own divinity,
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demanded that his subjects honor him accordingly, and ordered that a
huge gold statue be placed in the Temple in Jerusalem (id., p. 246), thus
precipitating the Great Revolt against the Roman Empire:
The contrast was exacerbated by the essential nature of the Ro-
man Empire, which was characterized by its despotic regime and
the paganism that pervaded even matters of state, such as the
cult of the Emperor. The Jews identified the Roman Empire
with the kingdom of evil and Satan. Caligula's insane attempt to
impose the cult of his divinity also on the Jews brought back the
atmosphere of the persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes and
brought home to the Jews the great danger the Jewish nation
could expect from continued Roman rule in Judea (id., p. 287).
In 70 CE Titus, the eldest son of the Emperor Vespasian, began to di-
rect the Roman legions against the Jerusalem front. The Romans were
successful in overcoming the fierce Jewish resistance on the Temple
Mount, and in the month of Av the Temple was burned by order of the
Roman general. The remaining combatants fled to the Upper City, which
fell to the Romans a month later (id., p. 293).
15. Gedaliah Alon, the great historian of the Jews in the Land of Israel
in the Mishnaic and Talmudic period, has summarized the position of the
Temple during the Second Temple period and the reason why the Temple
was destroyed by Titus:
As for the Temple, it had not been the sole center of Jewish
religious experience during the days of the Second Common-
wealth. There was also the synagogue, which had served as a
focus of worship and instruction, of prayer and the reading of
the Torah (later - of the prophets, too). As time went on, the
scriptural readings came to be accompanied by midrash, that is,
homily, especially of an aggadic nature. The midrash added
depth and dimension to both religious thought and religious
experience.
But none of this detracted in the least from the great impor-
tance of the Temple. It continued to serve as the only center for
the collective worship of the nation. More, the Temple was in-
dispensable for the religious life even of the individual Jew, be-
cause only there could he practice the sacrificial rites that
atoned for his sins, that freed him from ritual impurity, and that
enabled him to fulfill other personal religious obligations.
(Some opposition to the sacrifices appeared toward the end of
the Second Commonwealth, but only in limited circles.) The
Temple continued to be the central "house of prayer," and even
the synagogue service developed as a kind of accompaniment to.
what was taking place at the altars of the sanctuary. Indeed,
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certain basic elements of the liturgy still show, by name, by form
and by content, that they came into the synagogue directly from
the Temple.
Above all, the Temple was the focus of the great religious
events in the life of the nation, such as the major pilgrimage
festivals, especially Passover and Sukkot. Indeed, the journey to
Jerusalem and to the Temple was essential to the proper obser-
vance of the holy days. For the individual Jew, these pilgrimages
were the high point of his religious life; they were the strongest
expression of his membership in the community of Israel, and
contributed in no small measure to the sense of national solidar-
ity. The Jews of the Diaspora, who made it their goal to perform
the festival pilgrimage at least once in a lifetime, were thereby
bound more closely to the ancestral homeland, and to their fel-
low Jews who still lived on its soil. So that, over and above its
specifically religious function, the Temple was enormously sig-
nificant as a cementing factor for the nation and its culture.
In this connection, an important role was played by the half-
shekel sent in to the Temple annually by every Jew, whether he
lived at home or abroad. As a matter of fact, the Jews of the
Diaspora fought especially hard to maintain their right to make
this contribution, a right which was sometimes attacked by Gen-
tiles as "payment of a tax to a foreign country." The truth is that
the funds were used not only for the Temple and the sacrifices;
they also went towards the maintenance of Jerusalem's city-wall
and towers, the repair of the aqueduct, and other such needs of
the city. Thus the Temple served indirectly as a channel for fi-
nancing the civil and defence needs of the capital city-hence,
in effect, of the state itself.
The Temple was also an important element in the juridical
structure of the country, at least during certain periods of the
Second Commonwealth. The Jewish State was thought of as re-
volving around the sanctuary, and the sanctuary was looked to
as the source from which the state drew its legitimacy. This was
the way the Persian imperial authorities understood the status of
Judaea during the last generations of their overlordship; and
this, too, was the way their successors, the Ptolemaids and the
Seleucids, understood the matter. Internally, the same view is
reflected in the Jewish conception of where the High Court be-
longs; the Sanhedrin sits in the Chamber of Hewn Stone. In-
deed, when it is finally displaced from there, its authority and
jurisdiction are somehow diminished.
Another function of the Temple was that it provided a public
forum for the dissemination of ideas, a sort of free academy
where the people and the Sages heard one another out ....
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But there was something far more important than any of this:
the Temple was "the Tabernacle of the Lord," the dwelling-
place of the Shekhinah of the God of Israel. It stood for every-
thing that set the Jews apart from all other nations. Here was
the very rock from which Israel was hewn, the center and focus
of all that was bound up in the faith in Israel's God. Conse-
quently, there was a strong belief among the people that the
Temple was eternal, as indestructible as the nation itself; and
this belief persisted right up to the Destruction. (We may disre-
gard for the moment some traditions that tell of "signs and
portents" predicting the end.) Philo of Alexandria informs his
readers that the Temple cannot be destroyed so long as heaven
and earth abide. This firm belief stiffened the resolve of the
fighters and plain people of beleaguered Jerusalem, and kept
them struggling against impossible odds up to the very last
moment.
Thus the Temple was the hub of the Jewish religion and of the
Jewish state, the fortress of the people's pride. It was probably
for this very reason that Titus gave the order to have it burned
down....
... the Temple was destroyed not "by an accident of fate," as
Josephus would have us believe, and not against the will of
Titus; but on the contrary, by the deliberate and express deci-
sion of the Roman conqueror. No doubt the general may have
held back for a while, as he discussed the pros and cons with his
subordinates. But in the end, it is likely that the command deci-
sion was his. His purpose would have been to destroy national
Judaism, of which the Temple was a principal bastion (G. Alon,
The Jews in the Mishnaic and Talmudic Age (70-640 C.E.) (Jeru-
salem: 1954), pp. 28-30).
16. Following the destruction of the Temple, special modes of prayer
for the Festivals were established by Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai and the
Sages who succeeded him: "to restore the service to the Devir, Your
abode," "and may our eyes see Your return to Zion in mercy." Even
after the destruction, the Divine Presence did not leave the site [of the
Temple]: "R. Eleazar son of Pedat said, 'Whether its place is destroyed or
not, the Divine Presence does not move from its place.., even though it
is destroyed'" (Midrash Shohar Toy, Ps. 11:3; Midrash Tanhuma, Shemot
10); "This is Mount Moriah, in which the Divine Presence [abides] eter-
nally" (Midrash ha-Gadol, on Gen. 28:16; Targum Jonathan ben Uzziel,
Gen. 28:16). Jews continued to make pilgrimages to it: "Even though the
Temple was destroyed, the Jews did not cease their thrice-yearly pil-
grimages" (Song of Songs Rabbah 8:11, s.v. Rabbanan patri; id., 4:2, s.v.
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Einekha yonim; see the statement by R. Johanan, T.B. Bava Batra 75b;
see also S. Safrai, "The Pilgrimages to Jerusalem after the Destruction of
the Second Temple," in Jerusalem from the Second Temple Times to the
Modern Period, pp. 11 ff.). A central motif in the world of halakhah is
that of "in remembrance of the Temple": "Whence do we know that we
observe a remembrance of the Temple? Rabbi Johanan [one of the great-
est and earliest Amoraim of the Land of Israel, third century] said that
the verse states: 'She is Zion, there is none that cares for her' (Jer.
30:17)-thereby implying that she requires being cared for" (T.B. Sukkah
41a). Based on this motif, a long list of laws and [obligatory] customs
were established: taking the Four Species for seven days (Sukkah, loc.
cit.); various laws applying to the first night of Passover (T.B. Pesahim
114b; 115a; 119b; 120a; Menahot 68a, etc.; see: Encyclopediah Talmudica,
s.v. "Temple Mount," pp. 240-241). Similarly, the expectation that "the
Temple be speedily rebuilt" was the basis for many different laws (see
T.B. Bezah 5b; 6b; Sukkah 41a; Taanit 17a, etc.; see also: Encyclopediah
Talmudica, s.v. "Temple Mount," p. 241).
The same motif also pervades the Mishnah (the first code compiled
after the Written Law), which was redacted by Rabbi Judah ha-Nasi in
200 C.E. The Mishnah contains six orders, the laws in two of which-the
Order of Kodashim, which deals with a considerable part of the order of
the Temple service, and the Order of Taharot, which is concerned with
the laws of ritual purity connected with the existence of the Temple-
were no longer of practical relevance at the time. These two Orders,
however, also were written and redacted, "for they regarded the condi-
tions of their time as temporary and in force only until 'the Temple shall
be rebuilt, speedily in our times' " (Stem, pp. 314 ff., 329; Alon, pp. 66-71;
159-170).
The sages of the Midrash spoke as follows regarding the expectation of
the rebuilding of the Temple, as part of the people's everyday life:
People speak only about the land: "Did the Land do?" "Did the
Land not do?" [i.e., did the land bring forth its harvest?].... All
the prayers of Israel are only about the Temple: "Master of the
Universe-will the Temple be rebuilt?" "Master of the Uni-
verse-when will the Temple be rebuilt?" (Genesis Rabbah
13:2).
Just as the farmer is concerned daily about the crop from his field, so
too do Jews pray daily for the rebuilding of their Temple.
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4. The Roman and Byzantine Period
17. Since the destruction of the Second Temple, the Temple Mount has
shared the fate of Jerusalem and the Land of Israel-all passed from the
hands of one conqueror to those of another. Each passing regime ex-
pressed special interest, to one degree or another, in the Temple Mount,
building on it and changing it, according to the ability of the new rulers
and as they saw fit. During the Bar Kokhba rebellion (132-135 C.E.), Je-
rusalem was liberated, a Jewish government was established in it, and the
offering of sacrifices may have been reinstituted on the Temple Mount.
The rebellion failed. Hadrian established a temple to Jupiter Capitolinus
in the Temple Mount plaza, and he continued to turn Jerusalem into a
Roman city, Aelia Capitolina (Ha-Enziklopedyah ha-Ivrit 6:402-404;
20:263, 289-290). During the continuation of the Roman period, and in
the Byzantine period that followed, which extended until the seventh cen-
tury, no noticeable changes occurred in the Temple Mount, except for the
attempt in 363 C.E. by the Emperor Julian the Apostate, who fought
Christianity, to rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem-an attempt which was
foiled by the earthquake that struck the city. The Christians did not as-
sign any role to the Temple Mount, but during this entire period the Jews
continued to make pilgrimages to it, usually in defiance of the law (see
Schiller, pp. 26-27).
5. The Muslim Conquest
18. Following the Muslim conquest in the seventh century, the new gov-
ernment some time later took a new and different attitude toward the
Temple Mount:
The reasons for this were historical, religious, and governmental.
The area was vacant, and had even been regarded as cursed and
off-limits by the Christian rulers of the city. The Muslims had a
religious attachment to the area, because of the Biblical stories
associated with the site. They soon began the "Islamization" of
the Temple Mount and integrated it into the Muslim tradition,
placing special emphasis on its supernatural qualities (Schiller,
p. 14; see M. Gil, Palestine during the First Muslim Period (634-
1099), [Tel Aviv: 1983] I, p. 75).
According to the Islamic tradition,
Muhammad was miraculously borne away at night on his legen-
dary horse al-Buraq to Jerusalem, together with the angel
Gabriel. Upon their arrival at the Temple Mount they met
Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and other prophets. Afterwards he as-
cended from the "Rock" by means of the wondrous ladder
Miradj to the seven heavens, accompanied by the angel Gabriel.
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He left al-Buraq behind, tethered to the Western Wall, whence
the Wall's Arabic name, "al-Buraq" (Schiller, p. 16).
The "Islamization" of the Temple Mount culminated
at the end of the seventh century, with the establishment of the
Dome of the Rock above the Foundation Stone and the con-
struction of the al-Aqsa mosque'. in the south of the Temple
Mount in the eighth century. Many of the Jewish traditions and
sayings about Mount Moriah and the Foundation Stone as the
umbilicus of the world, the beginning of the Creation, and the
most blessed place, were absorbed by Islam in relation to the
Temple Mount, perhaps under the influence of Jewish converts
to Islam.
Although the Temple Mount never achieved the importance
of the early Muslim centers in Mecca and Medina, and visits and
pilgrimages to the Temple Mount were not regarded as a HaJ in
the accepted sense of the word, it nevertheless enjoyed a special
status, due, inter alia, to its connection with the Day of Judg-
ment in the End of Days (id.).
Throughout the entire period of the Muslim conquest, until the fall of
Jerusalem to the Crusaders in the late eleventh century (1099 C.E.), the
Muslims built various structures on the Temple Mount, memorial sites,
gates, etc., during the reigns of the Umayyad, Abbasid, and Fatimid dy-
nasties. They also restored the buildings which had collapsed in the
earthquakes that struck the Temple Mount area from time to time (Schil-
ler, pp. 14-17, 28-30; see also S. D. Goitein, "Jerusalem in the Arab Pe-
riod," in Jerusalem from the Second Temple Times to the Modern Period,
pp. 50 ff.; Prof. H. Lazarus-Yaffe, "The Sanctity of Jerusalem in the Is-
lamic Tradition," in Studies in the History of Jerusalem in the Modern Pe-
riod [Jerusalem: 1981], pp. 117 ff.; Prof. M. Rosen-Ayalon, "Muslim
Building and Decorative Arts in Jerusalem," in Jerusalem from the Sec-
ond Temple Times to the Modern Period, pp. 71 ff.).
6. The Temple Mount During the Crusades
19. The Temple Mount enjoyed a prominent position in the period of
the Crusades.
Following the conquest of the city, the governmental bodies
were concentrated on the Temple Mount, and many traditions
of holiness based in the Bible and the Christian scriptures were
bound up with it. The al-Aqsa mosque was renamed "Templum
4. There was a Byzantine Church, St. Mary's of Justinian, on the ruins of which the
al-mosque was erected by the Moslims in the 8th century. See PHILIP K. HIirI, HISTORY
OF THE ARuas 265 (London, 1958) (footnote added by Kitty 0. Cohen).
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Salomonis" by the Crusaders, and it became the governmental
and administrative center of the Crusader kingdom in the land.
The first Crusader rulers of the city, Godfrey of Bouillon and
Baldwin I and II, established their residence in it, and it was the
place of the celebration of the election of Daimbert as the Patri-
arch of Jerusalem in 1099.
After the kings of Jerusalem left the Temple Mount during
the reign of Baldwin II and transferred their residence to their
new castle adjoining the Tower of David, the building was given
over to the Knights Templar, who renovated it. The under-
ground halls in the southeast of the Temple Mount also were
restored and were turned into storerooms and gigantic stables.
Access to the area was provided by the Single Gate.
The Dome of the Rock was identified by the Crusaders with
the Temple, and they named it "Templum Domini" [the Temple
of the Lord]. Some regarded it as the Christian church estab-
lished by Helene, the mother of Constantine (or Justinian) in
honor of Jesus and Mary [St. Mary Church of Justinian], which
had become a mosque. This was one of the most important sites
in Crusader Jerusalem, second in importance only to the Church
of the Sepulchre. It was entrusted to the Augustinian monks of
Templum Domini, which had been founded especially for this
purpose by Godfrey of Bouillon. Like al-Aqsa, the Dome of the
Rock also suffered during the conquest, and when the Temple
Mount fell to the Crusaders, its treasures were looted by the
Norman Tancred (Schiller, p. 30).
During the time of Crusader rule, the Temple Mount became the focal
point for Biblical and New Testament traditions which were generally
quoted with textual changes (id., p. 31). Schiller summarizes the status of
the Temple Mount in the Christian tradition as follows:
Christianity has an ambivalent attitude toward the Temple
Mount: as a place holy to the Jews, where the First and Second
Temples stood, as the site of activity by kings and prophets
Christianity, the "successor of Judaism," attributed great impor-
tance to the site; the Church fathers regarded Templum
Salomonis as the archetypical church of the new religion estab-
lished by Jesus, and Solomon and the First Temple are the sub-
jects of many works by the early Christian artists. On the other
hand .... the Christians regarded the Temple's destruction as
the fulfillment of the prophecy by Jesus that not one stone
would remain on another. The destruction of the Temple mani-
festly symbolized the loss of Jewish religious and political inde-
pendence, and constituted proof for the Christian theologians
that the Jews had lost their status as the Chosen People and
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their birthright as such had passed to Christianity, Judaism's
successor.
Several significant events in the life of Jesus are connected
with the Temple Mount in the Second Temple period....
Despite the events of great importance on the Temple Mount,
it did not become a Christian holy place in the accepted sense of
the word, or a pilgrimage site, because, inter alia, it was a holy
place for the Muslims, who ruled Jerusalem and prevented the
Christians from visiting it (id., p. 18).
See the detailed discussion by Prof. J. Prawer, "Christian and Jewish
Perceptions of Jerusalem in the Early Middle Ages," in Jerusalem from
the Second Temple Times to the Modern Period, pp. 96 ff.
Following the reconquest of Jerusalem by the Arab Ayyubid sultans in
1187, Saladin ordered the removal of every Crusader vestige from the
Temple Mount (Schiller, pp. 32-33).
7 The Temple Mount in the Mameluke and Ottoman Period
20. The long reign of the Mamelukes extended from 1260 to 1516, and
was a time of relative tranquility.
The Mamelukes attributed little importance to Jerusalem, which
had only a marginal status. Nonetheless, they undertook
projects with religious significance, building many religious
structures, including mosques, madrasas [theological colleges],
turbot [a type of mausoleum], and hostels, mainly in the vicinity
of the Temple Mount. The Mount was favored with extensive
construction and restoration projects, which have influenced its
character to the present day. Especially noteworthy were the
construction projects carried out in the reigns of the sultans al-
Malik al-Nasr (1312-40) and Qa'itbay (1468-96). The Mame-
luke construction projects were mainly in the north and the west
of the Temple Mount, and only after these areas were filled with
buildings did the Mamelukes direct their efforts to other places
in Jerusalem (Schiller, p. 33).
As for the Ottoman period:
Despite the lengthy rule of the Ottomans in Jerusalem (1516-
1917), there were few restoration and building projects in their
period, and these were limited mainly to the beginning of their
regime, in the time of Suleiman the Magnificent. His two most
important projects are still regarded as among the most'impres-
sive sites in Jerusalem: the erection of the walls of the city and
the paneling of the Mosque of the Dome of the Rock with blue
faience tiles. Neither is purely Turkish construction, but rather
consists of the restoration of existing sites. The tiles of the
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Dome of the Rock that were laid in the sixteenth century are
noteworthy for their high quality, whereas the work done in
later periods was of lesser quality, as is the case for the other
restoration projects conducted by the Turks throughout the
Temple Mount. The failing fortunes of the Turkish empire were
reflected in a corresponding decline in the quality of the projects
it carried out.
Most of the work focused on the central structures: the Dome
of the Rock and the al-Aqsa mosque. The most important work
was done in the nineteenth century, mainly in 1853, 1874, and
1876.
Despite the good will of several of the Turkish rulers and the
monies they invested, the work consisted mainly of external re-
pairs (windows, mosaics, tiles, marble slabs), while the core of
the buildings continued to deteriorate.
Among the more important projects is the addition of the
Mosque of Omar in the eastern wing of the al-Aqsa mosque (id.,
pp. 34-35).
See also: Prof. Y. Drori, "Jerusalem in the Mameluke Period," in Jeru-
salem from the Second Temple Times to the Modern Period, pp. 129 ff.;
Drori, "The Map of Jerusalem in the Mameluke Period," supra, pp. 155
ff.; Prof. A. Cohen, "Development Projects in Jerusalem in the Beginning
of Ottoman Rule," supra, pp. 162 ff.
& The British Mandate and Jordanian Period
21. In concluding this short historical survey of the period following the
destruction of the Second Temple, in which the Temple Mount was ruled
by various conquerors, a few words should be said about the period of the
British Mandate and of Jordanian rule:
The British found the Temple Mount in a state of neglect. The
central sites, the Dome of the Rock and the al-Aqsa mosque,
were in very poor condition; the al-Aqsa was on the point of
collapse. The British architect Richmond, whose examination of
the Dome of the Rock in 1918 constituted the basis of the com-
prehensive book about the Dome which was published in 1924,
pronounced the Dome's condition to be the worst possible.
However, the means for its restoration were not found until
1938, because al-Aqsa was in even worse condition, and funds
for the restoration of both structures were not available.
Extensive renovations were carried out in the al-Aqsa
mosque in 1924-27, in the course of which a previously unknown
mosaic from the Fatimid period was discovered on the arch
before the dome. The structure suffered intensive damage dur-
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ing the severe earthquakes in 1927 and in 1935, which undoubt-
edly would have collapsed the mosque had it not been recently
restored. Extensive renovations were carried out once again in
1938-43, completely changing the facade of the structure. Egyp-
tian engineers assisted in the renovations, and the Egyptian gov-
ernment provided financial help.
In 1946 an extensive study of the condition of the building was
conducted by McGow of the Cyprus Antiquities Department.
The book-length, detailed report pointed out the very poor con-
dition of the structure and the haste in which several of the pre-
vious restorations had been implemented, which often caused
damage to other parts of the building. McGow noted, inter alia,
that the extension of the outer dome in response to the ravages
of the weather leaked and caused damage to the outer walls.
In the period of Jordanian rule extensive renovations in the
Dome of the Rock, once again gave it a new face. The major
part of the work was directed by Egyptian architects. During
the course of the restorations (1958-64) in the Dome of the
Rock, the second lead dome was replaced by a gold-colored alu-
minum dome, and the mosaics within the structure were re-
stored. Despite the seemingly fine appearance of the dome, it
became clear it is unsuitable for its purpose because it leaks,
which does great damage to the structure and its accoutrements.
At present it is planned once again to replace the outer section
of the dome with a gilded copper dome (Schiller, pp. 35-37).
9. Summary of the Importance of the Sanctity of the Temple Mount
22. In consequence of and in light of this history and these events, the
Temple Mount has been the most sacred site of the Jewish people, pos-
sessing unparalleled sanctity, for some three thousand years since Solo-
mon built the First Temple on Mount Moriah (II Chronicles 3:1); and
Mount Moriah had become holy for the people of Israel approximately a
millennium earlier, ever since the Binding of Isaac by Abraham, the fa-
ther of the Jewish people, [in] "the land of Moriah" (Genesis 22:2); "the
Temple Mount is Mount Moriah ... and our father Isaac was bound at
[the site of] the Temple" (Maimonides, supra, Laws of the Temple, 2:1-2;
5:1). This primal sanctity of the Temple Mount continues to the present
day, even after the destruction of the First and Second Temples: "There is
no Temple for future generations except in Jerusalem, and on Mount Mo-
riah ...and it is said, 'This is my resting-place for all time' (Psalms
132:14)" (Maimonides, supra 1:3). The western wall of the Temple (the
"Western Wall"), which still remains, is the most holy site in Jewish tradi-
tion. For members of the Islamic faith, the Temple Mount has been sa-
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cred for about 1,300 years, since the conquest of Jerusalem in 638 by the
Muslims, who erected on it the Dome of the Rock and the al-Aqsa
mosque. For Muslims, the sanctity of the Temple Mount is less than that
of al-Medina, which in turn is less than that of Mecca. The Christians also
attribute religious importance to the Temple Mount.
10. The Ties of the Jews to the Temple Mount after the Destruction
of the Second Temple
23. There is a great deal of evidence concerning prayers by Jews on the
Temple Mount after the destruction of the Temple (on the portions of the
Mount in which Jewish law permits Jews to enter, see infra). The
halakhic sages as well as academic scholars have extensively discussed
this matter (see: Prof. B.Z. Dinaburg [Dinur], "'A House of Prayer and
Study' for Jews on the Temple Mount in the Period of the Arabs,"
Me'asef Ziyyon, Book Three [Jerusalem, 1929], pp. 54 ff.; Y. Y.*Yehuda,
"The Western Wall," id., pp. 111 ff.; Rabbi S. Goren, The Temple Mount
[Jerusalem, 1992], Introduction: "At the Entrance to the Temple Mount"
[no page numbers]; pp. 17-18; pp. 340 ff.; Encyclopediah Talmudica,
"Temple Mount," pp. 575 ff.; the essays by Kimmelman, Koren, and Shi-
lat mentioned infra). We shall cite a number of examples.
In the first half of the fourth century, the Traveler from Bordeaux, who
came to Jerusalem in the year 333, relates:
And the Jews come to this place [the Temple Mount] once a
year [on the Ninth of Av] and weep and lament by the one stone
that has remained there from their Temple, and they anoint it
with oil (see the essay by Yehuda, pp. 111-122).
The following description from the late eleventh-early twelfth centuries
is provided by Rabbi Abraham ben R. Hiyya ha-Nasi, in his book Megil-
lat ha-Megalleh (ed. Z. Poznansky and J. Guttman, [Mekize Nirdamim,
Berlin, 1924], p. 99):
At first, when the Romans had destroyed it, they did not pre-
vent the Israelites from coming to it and praying in it; the Ishma-
elite kings also were favorably disposed and permitted Jews to
come to the Temple [Mount] and build there a prayer and study
hall. Jews from all the diasporas near the Temple [Mount]
would ascend to it on holidays and festivals, pray within it, and
substitute their prayers for the daily and added sacrifices. This
practice continued during the entire Ishmaelite regime, until the
wicked kingdom of Edom [the Crusaders] recently invaded the
Temple Mount and displaced the Ishmaelites... and they elimi-
nated the daily offering, and prevented Israel from praying in
the Temple [Mount] and from fulfilling the commandment of
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prayer in lieu of the daily offering; for from the time that those
wicked ones attained power over the Temple [Mount], they did
not permit Israel to enter it, and not even a single Jew is now to
be found in Jerusalem.
In the twelfth century, in 1166, Maimonides described his visit to
Jerusalem:
And on the third day of the week, the fourth day of the month
of Marheshvan, the twenty-sixth year of the Creation [= Octo-
ber 12, 1165], we departed from Acre to go up to Jerusalem,
endangering ourselves in the process, and I entered the great
and holy House [of the Lord] and I prayed in it on the fifth day
[of the week], the sixth day of the month of Marheshvan (Rabbi
Eleazar Azikri, Sefer Haredim, The Commandment of Repen-
tance, chap. 3).
In his Sefer ha-Massa'ot [Book of Travels], Benjamin of Thdela, who
came to Jerusalem in the twelfth century, describes the prayers of the
Jews on the Temple Mount (for the text, see: Goren, The Temple Mount,
introduction, pp. III, 18). Rabbi Menahem Meiri, one of the leading Tal-
mudic commentators of the thirteenth century, states in regard to the
Temple Mount: "There is a popular custom to enter there, as we have
heard" (Beit ha-Behirah, Tractate Shevu'ot 16a, ed. Lange, p. 29).
There is additional evidence of the tolerant attitude of the Muslims
toward Jewish prayer on the Temple Mount, as mentioned supra, the
statement of Rabbi Abraham ben R. Hiyya ha-Nasi. The midrash Nis-
tarot de-Rabbi Shimon ben Yohai [The Esoteric Teachings of Rabbi Si-
meon ben Yohai] states that
the second king who arose to Ishmael was friendly to Israel, and
he mended their breaches and the breaches of the Heikhal, and
dug up Mount Moriah... and he built there a place for prayer
[lit., a place for bowing down] on the Foundation Stone (A. Jel-
linek, Beit Midrash, 3, p. 79; for the date of the composition of
this midrash, see Jellinek, p. xix).
The Tosafist Rabbi Pethahiah of Regensburg (see: Dinur, p. 86; Yaari,
Journeys to Eretz Israel, p. 53) is quoted as saying:
The [king of the] Ishmaelites built a fine chamber, and Jew-hat-
ers came and informed to the Ishmaelite king, telling him:
"There is an old man among us who knows the location of the
Heikhal and of the Temple Court," and the king pressed him
until he showed him. This king was friendly to the Jews, and he
said, "I wish to build a chamber there, and only the Jews shall
pray there" (Sivuv ha-Rav Petahiah mi-Regenspburg [The Tour
of Rabbi Pethahiah of Regensburg; Greenhut, 1905], pp. 32-33).
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R. David Ibn Zimra (Radbaz), one of the leading halakhists of the six-
teenth century, attests:
Everyone participates in those ascents [on the Temple Mount]
to see from there the entire Temple, and we have neither heard
nor seen any protest against this general practice (She'eilot u-
Teshuvot ha-Radbaz [Responsa of R. David Ibn Zimra] 1:691).
After the Jordanian occupation in 1948, the Jewish inhabitants of the
State of Israel were denied access to the Temple Mount and to the West-
ern Wall.
11. The Liberation of the Temple Mount and the Western Wall in the
Six-Day War
24. In the Six-Day War in June 1967, after the Kingdom of Jordan
launched a military attack against the State of Israel and Jewish Jerusa-
lem, the Temple Mount and the Western Wall were liberated from
Jordanian control. In addition to the religious-cultural link between the
Temple Mount and the people of Israel, which had never been severed,
Jewish political sovereignty over the Temple Mount, which had existed
during a long period in the history of the Hebrew nation, beginning with
the building of the First Temple by Solomon, circa 3,000 years ago, was
now restored. History had come full circle. While the Temple Mount was
being liberated by the Israel Defense Forces [IDF], as the fighting was
going on, IDF commanders gave orders not to harm the sites holy to
other religions and to maintain a proper attitude towards them (see: M.
Gur, G. Rivlin, The Temple Mount Is in Our Hands [Maarakhot], pp. 322-
323; the Jerusalem Covenant, section 4 and bibliography). The Jewish
warriors felt and instructed as had the Israelite prophet Micah the
Morashtite: "Though all the peoples walk each in the names of its gods,
we will walk in the name of the Lord our God forever and ever" (Micah
4:5). This legal, religious, and cultural stance was expressed on July 30,
1980 in Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel, sections 1-3, as follows:
1. Jerusalem, complete and united, is the capital of Israel.
2. Jerusalem is the seat of the President of the State, the Knes-
set, the Government and the Supreme Court.
3. The holy places shall be protected from desecration and any
other violation and from anything likely to violate the freedom
of access of the members of the different religions to the places
sacred to them or their feelings towards these places.
Also see: Law and Administration Ordinance (Amendment No. 11)
Law, 5727-1967; Law and Administration Order (No. 1), 5727-1967; Pro-
tection of Holy Places Law, 5727-1967.
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A few days after the liberation of the Temple Mount, the government
of Israel decided, for reasons of state, for security considerations, and in
order to maintain public order, to order the paratroop company which
had remained on the Temple Mount to clear their position; an observa-
tion post of the Border Guards was established there, and the site is
under constant guard (Schiller, p. 40). The government also decided to
allow Muslims to continue to maintain their presence and to pray on the
Temple Mount. For these very reasons, and for other reasons which we
shall discuss infra, and in order to prevent friction with the Muslims, the
government of Israel decided not to allow public prayer by Jews on the
Temple Mount. From time to time, petitions have been submitted to this
court challenging the legality of prohibiting such prayer by Jews, but the
court did not disturb this decision of the government of Israel. Some of
the relevant cases are discussed infra.
D. The Pertinent Legislation
25. We shall now resume our discussion of the present petition, and the
arguments of the litigants regarding the construction occurring on the
Temple Mount. We shall first study the pertinent legislation.
Petitioners' claims relate to four types of illegal activity by the Muslim
Waqf in the Temple Mount area: various types of construction in existing,
ancient structures; covering antiquities with fill dirt; constructing side-
walks and prayer platforms over the dirt coverings (prayer platforms are
paved surfaces which are raised somewhat above the ground and which
are used by the Muslims as a prayer area); and finally, the planting of
trees over the dirt coverings. Petitioners contend that all these activities
are carried or contrary to the Planning and Building Law and contrary to
the Antiquities Law.
1. The Planning and Building Law, 5725-1965
Mr. Amos Unger, former Director of the Building Supervision Depart-
ment in the Jerusalem Municipality, wrote in a letter dated September 18,
1975:
The City Building Plan for the area of the Old City and its envi-
rons established the Temple Mount and the Western Wall Plaza
as an unplanned area. Consequently, anyone seeking to build in
this- area (such as the plans for the Western Wall plaza) must
receive the approval of the Special Ministerial Committee for Je-
rusalem Affairs, as well as the approval of the Local and District
Planning and Building Commissions.
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Consequently, any building that does not go through this pro-
cess is in violation of the Planning and Building Law (Appendix
25 of the petition to H.C. 193/86).
See also section 99 of the Planning and Building Law.
It is undisputed that none of the activities by the Waqf went through
this process, no request for a building permit was submitted for a single
one of them, and no such building permit was ever granted (as to the
types of construction requiring a permit, see section 145 of the Planning
and Building Law; see also Planning and Building Regulations [Work and
Use Requiring Approval], 5727-1967). It should be noted that in refer-
ence to activity such as covering with dirt, laying sidewalks, the prayer
platforms, and the plantings, Mr. Teddy Kollek, Mayor of Jerusalem,
stated on February 15, 1987 in an affidavit of response submitted in H.C.
193/86 that these
do not require approval, except for the "prayer platforms"
which, in practice, are paved surfaces, as to which it is not clear
whether or not they require approval (section 9[a] of affidavit).
See also Point No. 8 in the argument of the Jerusalem Municipality in
H.C. 193/86 submitted on March 22, 1987.
However, in Mr. Kollek's decision in Petitioners Exhibit 10 in H.C.
4185/90, he had stated that
I viewed the site, including Solomon's Stables, with the District
Archaeologist, and I learned that there is strict insistence upon
the maintenance of the site and no illegal construction, except
for the construction on the Temple Mount, which actually consists
of paving surfaces on the ground level, and some above ground
level [emphasis added - M.E.].
See also section 9 of the affidavit of response by Mr. Kollek in H.C. 4185/
90 submitted on March 13, 1991, as well as section 4 of the statement by
the Municipality submitted in December 1990.
Clearly, there is no disagreement that at least some of the paving and
construction in the existing structures on the Temple Mount require ap-
proval, and since such approval was neither requested nor granted, those
activities prima facie violate section 204 (a) and (b) of the Planning and
Building Law. Consequently, the Mayor, as chairman of the Local Plan-
ning and Building Commission, is authorized by section 238a of the law
"to order in writing that the building or such part thereof as has been or
has begun to be erected without a permit or not in conformity with a
permit or scheme shall be demolished, dismantled or removed," if the
conditions specified in the section exist.
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2. The Antiquities Law, 5738-1978
Mr. Dan Bahat, former District Archaeologist in the Ministry of Edu-
cation and Culture, declared as follows:
Like other extensive parts of the Old [City of] Jerusalem, it [the
Temple Mount - M.E.] is an antiquity site, in accordance with
Chapter Seven of the Antiquities Law, and the provisions stated
in section 29(c) of this law apply to it (section 4 of affidavit of
response) by the State submitted in H.C. 193/86 on March 3,
1987).
The provisions of Chapter Seven of the Antiquities Law state, in the
pertinent part:
29. (a) None of the following shall be carried out or allowed to
be carried out on an antiquity site, except with the written ap-
proval of the Director [of the Antiquities Authority - M.E.] and
in accordance with the conditions thereof:
(1) building, paving, erecting of installations, quarrying, mining,
drilling, flooding, the clearing away of stones, plowing, planting,
or interment;
(2) dumping earth, manure, waste or refuse, including dumping
on adjoining property;
(3) any altering, repairing or addition to an antiquity located on
the site;
(4) dismantling or shifting of an antiquity, or removing part
thereof;
(5) writing, carving or painting;
(6) erecting buildings or walls on adjoining property;
(7) any other activity designated by the Director in respect of a
particular site.
(b) ...
(c) Where an antiquity site serves a religious need or is devoted
to a religious purpose, the Director shall not approve digging or
any of the operations enumerated in subsection (a) save with the
approval of a Committee of Ministers consisting of the Minister
[of Education and Culture - M. E.] as chairman, the Minister of
Religious Affairs and the Minister of Justice [emphasis added -
M.E.].
31. A person who has performed an act specified in section 29
without approval or in contravention of the conditions of the
approval, shall, in accordance with the directions of the Direc-
tor, restore the antiquity site or the antiquities situated thereon
to its or their former condition; but the Director may, after giv-
ing the person written notice, himself take all the steps required
for that purpose and recover from him the expenses incurred.
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It is agreed by all parties that all the work done by the Waqf on the
Temple Mount required the approval of the Director and the approval of
the Committee of Ministers, and that such approval was neither re-
quested nor granted. It is therefore agreed that the work constitutes a
prima facie violation of sections 27 and 37(c) of the Antiquities Law, and
that the Director is authorized to take action to restore the former condi-
tion, as stated in section 31 of the law.
E. The Activities Attributed to the Waqf
26. We shall now set forth the illegal activities attributed to the Waqf.
We begin with the works attributed to the Waqf in H.C. 193/86, and then
turn to additional works which - the Petitioners contended in H.C. 4185/
90 - were carried out since the petition in H.C. 193/86.
A. The opinion of Prof. Kaufman. Most of the illegal activities attrib-
uted to the Waqf in H.C. 193/86 were listed in a learned opinion (Appen-
dices 1-7 of the opinion) by Prof. Kaufman, "who has been occupied with
the subject of the Temple Mount as part of his duties at the Hebrew Uni-
versity over the course of many years, and who has published approxi-
mately 20 articles in various Israeli and foreign academic journals"
(section 31 of petition in H.C. 193/86). Prof. Kaufman appended to his
opinion a map of the site (which was published in Schiller, p. 180). Ac-
cording to his opinion:
(1) A rock mass cut at right angles, with two levels, which adjoins the
northwestern corner of the elevated platform surrounding the Dome of
the Rock, and which research has determined is the base of the northwest
corner of the Temple Courtyard in the Second Temple, or the northwest
corner of the Priests' Courtyard in the First Temple, was covered with
earth in May 1978, and a garden was later planted on the site (no. 31 on
the map).
(2) Remains of a thick wall located close to the rock mass mentioned
supra, and identified as the northern wall of the outer courtyard (the
Great Courtyard) in the First Temple, was covered with earth in May
1978 (no. 32 on the map).
(3) Remains of the junction of walls near the northern wall men-
tioned supra, identified as the western wall of the Salt Chamber of the
Second Temple, was covered with earth in June 1978 and partially uncov-
ered by subsequent rainfall (no. 33 on the map).
(4) Remains of two perpendicular walls near the junction mentioned
supra, identified as the walls of the entrance to the sanctified northern
gate of the Temple Mount, the Tadi Gate, were destroyed. The course at
ground level of one of the walls was totally destroyed, and of the other
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wall, half of the ground level destroyed in July 1977. The remaining relics
were covered with earth in June 1981 (nos. 34, 35 on the map).
(5) Large stone flagstones adjacent to the Inspector's Gate, identified
as Herodian, which apparently were outside the Temple Mount, and
which may be part of the pavement of the northern stoa next to the Baris
(Antonia) fortress, were covered with earth in June 1981 (no. 37 on the
map).
(6) A ledge of dressed rock which adjoins the Dome of Elijah (Qub-
bat al-Khadr), identified as being from the base of the way leading to the
southwestern gate of the Temple Court of the Second Temple or from the
base of the western wall of the Great Court in the First Temple, was cov-
ered with stone flagstones in May 1978 (no. 48 on the map).
(7) Bedrock hewn in the shape of arches found next to the Inspector's
Gate, identified as possibly part of the foundation of the Baris (Antonia)
fortress, or of some structure connected with this fortress, was partially
covered with earth in June 1981. The rock was entirely covered with
earth in June 1982, and later planted over with a garden (no. 55 on the
map).
(8) Remains of a thick wall built of rough-hewn stone next to the
Inspector's Gate, identified as part of the western wall of the Temple
Mount, was covered with earth in July 1973 (no. 58 on the map).
(9) A dressed ledge, possibly of bedrock, cut in the form of an arch,
and discovered in an ancient house close to the arches at the beginning of
the path leading to the Dark Gate, together with a hollow pavement to
the east of the ledge, were covered during the course of the restoration of
the house in October 1982. The ledge was covered with a coarse coat of
plaster, and thick layers of cement were applied to the pavement so that a
generator could be placed there for emergency lighting (no. 67 on the
map).
(10) Exposed rock in the foundation of the house mentioned supra,
identified as possibly connected with the slaughterhouse of the Second
Temple, was covered with stone flagstones in or about January 1979 (no.
73 on the map).
(11) A large flagstone of stone or of bedrock, with its edge dressed in a
special manner, next to the Dome of Elijah (Qubbat al-Khadr), was cov-
ered with stone flagstones between January and March 1978 in order to
pave a path (no. 75 on the map).
(12) Several courses of a wall near the arches at the beginning of the
path leading to the Dark Gate, which archaeologists have been unable to
identify, was destroyed in February 1979 (no. 100 on the map).
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(13) Remains of a wall with a threshold, next to the Gate of Pardon,
identified as being from outside the sacred precinct of the Temple Mount,
was covered with earth in June 1981 (no. 103 on the map).
(14) Remains of a stone structure near the remains of the wall with a
threshold, identified as being from outside the sacred precinct of the
Temple Mount, was covered with earth in June 1981 (no. 110 on the
map).
(15) Remains of a wall within a pit built of large and ancient stones,
adjacent to the northeast corner of the elevated surface surrounding the
Dome of the Rock, and identified as the base of the eastern wall of the
Second Temple, was destroyed in November 1970 (no. 131 on the map).
(16) Remains of a wall built of ashlars, adjoining the northwest corner
of the elevated surface surrounding the Dome of the Rock, and identified
as an element of the balustrade encompassing the inner courtyard in the
First Temple, was destroyed during the digging of a trench in June 1979
(no. 143 on the map).
(17) Two sections of remains of a thick wall built of ashlars, near the
wall mentioned supra, and identified as the base of the northern wall of
the Temple Courtyard of the Second Temple, were destroyed during the
digging of a trench in June 1979 (no. 146 on the map).
(18) Remains of a thick wall built of ashlars, adjoining the remains
mentioned in (17), and identified as the base of the northern wall of the
Second Temple, was destroyed during the digging of a trench in June 1979
(no. 147 on the map).
(19) A section, apparently of rock, protruding above ground and ad-
joining on the north the al-Buraq staircase, was paved, possibly in De-
cember 1984, with two flagstones during the repairs to damaged stone
tiles located at this spot (no. 119 on the map).
(20) The western side of the rock floor of a retaining wall to the south
of the Dome of the Rock was coated with plaster as part of the restora-
tion of the retaining wall during October 1985. The rock floor was par-
tially covered on its eastern side with small stone tiles, apparently after
the work on the western side was completed (no. 74 on the map).
(21) A quarried and smoothed section of rock located northeast of the
staircase descending to the Golden Gate was covered or destroyed in De-
cember 1985 during the paving of the plaza between this staircase and the
Golden Gate (no. 134 on the map).
(22) Seven prayer platforms were erected on the eastern side of the
Temple Mount. Their precise location was explicated by Prof. Kaufman
(Appendix 6 of the opinion). One of these platforms was erected during
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1980 after the events of Sabra and Shatilla, and a sign mentioning these
events was posted on the front of the platform.
B. Additional activities attributed to the Waqf in H. C. 193/86. The Peti-
tioners in H.C. 193/86 alleged that the Waqf had engaged in illegal activi-
ties in addition to those mentioned in the opinion by Prof. Kaufman.
(23) In the northwest corner of the Temple Mount, an area paved with
stones that archaeologists agree are hewn bedrock and stone tiles from
the Second Temple period, was covered with heaps of dirt, and the site
was planted with olive trees and a garden (section 31(i)1 of petition in
H.C. 193/86).
(24) In the area of the Golden Gate, which consists of a complex
whose outer side had already been blocked in an early period, and whose
inner part is a system of beautiful and rare domes and halls, construction
work was done, culminating in the sealing of the entrance to the system
of halls by the erection of a wall in a space which had previously been an
entrance (section 31(i)2 of petition in H.C. 193/86).
It should be noted that Mr. Bahat stated in regard to this that
.. It is not true that building was done here; all that has been
done is caulking the walls and preparing a system of electrical
wiring in the spaces ("fugot") between the stones. No wall has
been erected in any space where there had been an opening, and
there is no question but that today one can enter the Golden
Gate just as in the past (response to question 8 in the addenda
submitted by Mr. Bahat to his affidavit of March 23, 1987).
C. The activities attributed to the Waqf in H. C. 4185/90. To prove Peti-
tioners' allegations as to the activities of the Waqf since the petition in
H.C. 193/86, Petitioners have submitted as exhibits photographs taken at
the site on November 7, 1989 (photographs 1-24; section 95 of the peti-
tion) and on January 30, 1990 (photographs 25-29; section 96 of the
petition).
(25) Demolition, alterations, and construction occurred on the south-
ern side of the Temple Mount and above Solomon's Stables. The photo-
graphs reveal scaffolding, piles of building materials, and a hut erected on
the building site (photographs 1, 2).
(26) In the northeast area of the Temple Mount trees were planted.
First, the existing site, including the ancient pavements and reliefs, was
covered with topsoil brought in large quantities from outside the Mount.
Second, this earth was plowed to prepare it for planting the trees. Third,
the trees themselves were planted in rows, as in a garden. The photo-
graphs show existing trees and new trees, tall trees and saplings immedi-
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ately after planting, indicating that these plantings continue all the time
(photographs 3-9).
(27) The photographs show scaffolding for construction in the north-
ern area of the Temple Mount (photograph 10).
(28) Paths in the northeastern area of the Temple Mount were laid out
over earth, brought from outside the Mount, that covers historical and
archaeological sites. The photographs show the work done to mark the
paths and piles of bricks being used to pave them (photographs 11, 12).
(29) The photographs reveal scaffolding and piles of bricks incident to
building operations on the northwest side of the Temple Mount alongside
the stoa of arches, in the area adjoining the western wall of the Temple
Mount (photographs 13-18).
(30) The photographs reveal construction on, and massive concrete
arches and pillars in, the area of the supra-mentioned stoa (photographs
19-21).
(31) Photographs of building operations on the northern area of the
Temple Mount show scaffolding and a picture of a PLO flag on the ex-
isting structure (photograph 22).
(32) Scaffolding and an installation for concrete are visible in the pho-
tograph of building operations near Solomon's Stables (photograph 24).
(33) The photographs show construction and heaps of dirt in the area
of the eastern path leading from the north to the south on the Temple
Mount (photographs 25, 26).
(34) The photographs show construction in the north of the Temple
Mount. Workers are seen engaged in their work, and a wheelbarrow,
bricks, and heaps of dirt are also visible (photograph 27).
(35) The photographs show workers working on the surface of the
platform of the Dome of the Rock with hoes, a wheelbarrow, and build-
ing materials (photographs 28, 29).
D. The decision of June 16, 1991. On June 16, 1991, the court granted
the request of the Petitioners to submit an additional series of twelve
photographs, taken in the northern-central section of the Temple Mount,
some of which were taken on May 29, 1991, and the others on June 9,
1991.
(36) These photographs show building operations on a large scale, the
overlaying of a wall with stones, scaffolding, piles of bricks and building
stone, wheelbarrows, and workers at their work.
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F. The Response of the Respondents to the Factual Allegations
27. Respondents' pleadings attempt to lessen the significance of the
prima facie illegal operations being conducted on the Temple Mount.
(a) Regarding the violations of the Planning and Building Law. The
arguments submitted by the Municipality on March 22, 1987, in H.C. 193/
86 read as follows:
The prayer platforms are, in fact, paved surfaces at ground level,
although some are somewhat elevated above ground level, but
they do not significantly change the use of the area (section 10[b]
of the argument).
It was stated in the affidavit by Mr. Teddy Kollek, which was submitted
on March 13, 1991, in H.C. 4185/90:
The operations carried out in the area are to maintain existing
structures, and the paving was a form of maintenance (section 9
of the affidavit).
No new structure was created that did not previously exist, and
the work done has consisted mainly of paving and maintenance
operations to preserve the existing structures . . . (section 10 of
the affidavit).
In an additional affidavit by Mr. Kollek in H.C. 4185/90 on June 20,
1991, he discussed the construction in a section of the northern wall (sec-
tion 36, supra) that was shown in the photographs admitted pursuant to
our ruling of June 16, 1991:
Before the building operations, the northern wall was fully built,
but in poor condition; in the course of the maintenance and
preservation, a section of the wall collapsed and it was necessary
to rebuild it, which was done.
I was presented with photographs of a portion of the northern
wall, which had been taken a long time before the implementa-
tion of the new building operations, and it is clear that in the
past the wall had indeed been completely built (section 2 of the
affidavit. These photographs were appended to the affidavit as
Appendices R/3[a] and R/3[b]).
(b) Regarding the violation of the Antiquities Law. The Respondents
attempted to play down the archaeological significance of the antiquities
that were covered or damaged, as well as the degree of damage, if dam-
age there was to the antiquities.
In his effort to minimize the archaeological importance of the antiqui-
ties, Mr. Dan Bahat declared in an affidavit of response by the State sub-
mitted on March 3, 1987, in H.C. 193/86:
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5. As an archaeologist and as a professional, I do not see the
situation on the Temple Mount as nearly as black as the Peti-
tioners attempt to portray it. They grossly exaggerate, even
though the situation described ... is not what I would prefer.
7. Some of the operations that were carried out do not, in my
opinion, significantly damage the antiquities: the covering of
archaeological finds with earth, for example, does not necessar-
ily cause damage, and is obviously reversible. Moreover, I can-
not regard as an antiquity "from the Second Temple period"
every item which the Petitioners or others think is such a rem-
nant; and although I have high regard for Asher Kaufman (upon
whose opinion the Petitioners rely), I must point out ,that he is a
physicist and not an archaeologist, and I am unable to concur
with all of his archaeological evaluations.
8. It must be noted that from the time the Temple Mount was
the heart of the kingdom of Judah and the Temple was de-
stroyed, the area has undergone innumerable upheavals. Chris-
tians, Mamelukes, Muslims, and others have in their turn ruled
the area, and therefore a precise, scientific archaeological survey
of the Temple Mount as an antiquities site has never been possi-
ble. Consequently, scientific caution is in order, one should not
be quick to classify as a relic from the Second Temple period
every item someone suspects as such.
In the addenda to the affidavit submitted by Mr. Bahat on March 23,
1987, it is stated:
(a) An antiquity, according to section 1 of the above-mentioned
Antiquities Law, is an object made by man before the year 1700
of the common era. Affiant [Mr. Bahat] does not accept the
view of Dr. Kaufman regarding many of the items he designates
as "antiquities"; rather, in Affiant's professional opinion many
of these objects and items are of a later date than 1700. Since no
declaration in accordance with section 1(2) of the Antiquities
Law has been made with regard to these items, they are not de-
fined as an "antiquity" (e.g., items 34, 35, 114, and many others).
(b) Affiant also disagrees with the opinion of Dr. Kaufman that
certain items that may possibly be regarded as "antiquities" are
from the Second Temple period. Indeed, Affiant is not prepared
to agree that any item on Dr. Kaufman's list has been authenti-
cated as being from the Second Temple period.
Only item no. 131 may possibly have originated in the Second Temple
period, but even this is not certain. This item was photographed and
drawn by the members of the staff of the Antiquities Division, and it was
partially disassembled in 1970 for safety reasons, namely, the installation
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of a fire extinguisher system, which was one of the lessons learned from
the arson in the al-Aqsa mosque (response to question 6[3] regarding the
additional items).
If, in H.C. 193/86 the Respondents tended to deprecate the archaeo-
logical importance of the antiquities that were covered or damaged by the
Waqf, as we have just seen, they did not repeat this line of argument in
H.C. 4185/90; the arguments in the instant case focus on the damage, if
any, done to the antiquities.
Regarding this damage, as was discussed supra, and as is indicated by
the account of the activities attributed to the Waqf, there are four types of
illegal conduct: various building operations; covering antiquities with dirt;
construction of sidewalks and prayer platforms atop the dirt coverings;
and planting trees on the dirt coverings. As to the damage caused by the
building operations carried out on the Temple Mount, Respondents argue
that, even if the operations were not approved as required by law, they
not only did not damage the antiquities, but to the contrary, actually pre-
served existing ancient structures. In H.C. 193/86, Mr. Bahat had already
stated, concerning the construction at the Golden Gate (section 24,
supra):
In 1967 the Golden Gate was in a state of sorry neglect. It was
used as a storeroom by the Jordanian army, and looked accord-
ingly. Today it houses a well-organized library of the Muslim
Waqf, which does not impair the archaeological and historical
value of the gate structure (response to question 8 in the ad-
denda submitted by Mr. Bahat on March 23, 1987).
Mr. Gideon Avni, Jerusalem District Archaeologist in the Antiquities
Authority, stated in his affidavit of December 25, 1990 in H.C. 4185/90:
5. To the best of my knowledge, and based on conversations I
held with those involved in the preservation and development
operations, I have the impression that the trend in recent years
is to carry on such work in accordance with high professional
standards, with the assistance of internationally recognized ex-
perts. And in fact, most of the work to preserve structures in
the area conforms to high standards.
As to the specific operations referenced in H.C. 4185/90, Mr. Avni
stated as follows:
In relation to sections (25), (32) supra:
The operations on the southern side of the Temple Mount in-
cluded removal of sewage and garbage from Solomon's Stables,
repair of the pavement in the area close to the al-Aqsa mosque,
and the completion of the renovation within the mosque itself,
all of which have been under way since 1969. These are not "de-
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struction and building" operations, such as are alleged in the pe-
tition (section 8 of the affidavit).
In relation to sections (27), (34) supra:
In the northern area of the Mount, operations are being carried
out for the preservation and renovation of the system of vaults
in the northern wall of the Temple Mount. In my estimation,
this work is necessitated by the poor condition of the structures
(section 10 of the affidavit).
In relation to section (29) supra:
The operations being carried out are not building operations,
but rather operations for the preservation and restoration of the
gate structure from the Mameluke period, which is located on
the western side of the Mount. These operations are carried out
in accordance with high standards for the preservation of monu-
ments (section 12 of the affidavit).
In relation to section (30) supra:
These are concrete supports for the vaults in the northwestern
area of the Temple Mount, which were built more than two
years ago to prevent threatened collapse of the vaults. The
safety supports do not impair the integrity of the vaults (section
13 of the affidavit).
And in relation to section (36) supra, which is concerned with the con-
struction in a section of the northern wall revealed in the photographs
admitted pursuant to the ruling of June 16, 1991:
1. The issue involves a historical structure dating from the Mam-
eluke period, to which sections were added in the Ottoman pe-
riod. 2. In recent years, the structure was in a state of great
neglect and its walls were undermined, thus creating a real dan-
ger of collapse. 3. Due to the weakening of the structure, it be-
came necessary to preserve and renovate part of it. 4. The
operations at the site are inspected by us for compliance with
archaeological standards and the principles of the preservation
of historical monuments. 5. Regarding the historical value of
this structure, the preservation and renovation recently carried
out in it were necessary to prevent the situation from shamefully
deteriorating to the point of collapse of the entire structure.
These operations were in conformity with the early building
lines of the structure, and in our opinion are an improvement
(letter by Mr. Avni to Mr. Kollek from June 17, 1991, Appendix
R-3/c to the affidavit by Mr. Kollek dated June 20, 1991).
In contrast to Respondents' argument that the building operations en-
hance the antiquities, their argument regarding the covering of the antiq-
uities with dirt and the building of sidewalks and prayer platforms is that
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these do not damage the antiquities, and that the situation they have cre-
ated is reversible. In H.C. 193/86 Mr. Bahat declared:
The nub of the matter is that bedrock was covered (albeit ille-
gally), but this is not irreversible damage. . . . Regarding the
prayer platforms, I agree that they were erected illegally, and,
archaeologically, this is undesirable ... (section 12[1] of affidavit
dated March 3, 1987).
In his decision of September 24, 1989 not to exercise his authority
under the Antiquities Law, Mr. Amir Drori, the Director of the Antiqui-
ties Authority, stated:
In the instances in which the antiquities at the site were covered
with earth ... the antiquities were not damaged, and they can be
uncovered in the future; but in some of the instances, it is highly
doubtful that the status quo ante can be practicably restored (Ap-
pendix P/ll to the petition).
The last point was clarified by the information concerning the position
of the State Attorney's Office on July 22, 1991:
During the proceedings in this honorable court, Mr. Drori, the
Director of the Antiquities Authority, explained that, except for
a few complaints about the demolition of parts of walls, the in-
tended meaning was that the manpower and security that would
be necessary would render restoration of the status quo pres-
ently impracticable; there was no intent to indicate that irrevers-
ible damage was done to the antiquities (section 3[c][2] of the
statement).
As to the plantings carried out over the dirt coverings, the experts disa-
gree concerning what damage to the antiquities is likely. Mr. Avni de-
clared on December 25, 1990, in his affidavit in H.C. 4185/90 that
the planting in the area of the Temple Mount essentially ended
more than a year ago. Present activity consists of routine main-
tenance and care of the trees. Although the gardening opera-
tions did indeed cover rock cuttings, the situation is reversible,
and it does not cause damage to the rock cuttings (section 9 of
the affidavit).
A contrary view was expressed by Mr. Bahat, the former District Ar-
chaeologist, during the viewing of the Temple Mount by the court (see
infra). Mr. Bahat claimed that
the operations of gardening and planting of olive trees above
the earth fill cause irreversible damage to the rock cuttings, be-
cause the roots of the olive trees split the rock.
(Mr. Bahat's statement is quoted from section 2[b] of the affidavit of Mr.
Solar, to which we will now turn.)
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Due to these differences of opinion, on June 24, 1991, an additional
affidavit was submitted to the court by Mr. Giora Solar, the Director of
the Preservation Department of the Antiquities Authority, an architect
by profession, who specializes in the preservation of monuments. Mr.
Solar stated:
In general, olive tree roots tend to create a shallow root system.
In types of heavy soil, the olive roots are densely concentrated
in the upper stratum of soil. When grown in mountainous con-
ditions, olive trees develop secondary roots that branch off from
the upper horizontal roots. When the roots encounter an un-
yielding obstacle, such as rock, they go around it and attempt to
spread between the rocks. Consequently, in light of the nature
of the roots of the olive tree, it does not split the rocks, but
rather seeks a more congenial living space....
Olive trees are among the species of trees which may be planted
at antiquities sites. ...
It should be stressed that a textbook published by the
UNESCO organization dealing with the preservation and dete-
rioration of stone, lists the trees which are likely to damage
rock. The list does not include olive trees (section 3 of the
affidavit).
Later in this opinion the court will discuss further this disagreement
among experts.
G. Entry to the Temple Mount at the Present Time according to the
Halakhah
28. In order to understand clearly the nature and force of the argu-
ments of the parties regarding the above-mentioned conduct on the Tem-
ple Mount, we decided to view the site; the details of the view will be set
forth infra. As previously stated, the government of Israel decided not to
permit prayers by Jews on the Temple Mount. This decision was based,
inter alia, (as will be seen infra) on the halakhic prohibition against enter-
ing the Temple Mount. At the main entrance to the Temple Mount,
above Moors' Gate, the Chief Rabbinate posted a sign with the following
text:
According to Torah law, because of the sanctity of the Temple
Mount, all persons are forbidden to enter the area (Schiller, p.
37).
Therefore, the first step in our analysis is to examine the relevant
halakhot.
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According to the Halakhah, it is forbidden to enter the Temple, be-
cause its sanctity requires special purification as a condition for entry, and
such a rite is not possible at present after the destruction of the Temple.
In the Halakhah, entry to the Temple Mount is the subject of many
laws and disagreements (see Encyclopediah Talmudica, "Temple," "Tem-
ple Mount"). This is not the place for a lengthy disquisition, but we shall
briefly examine a number of issues within this major subject area that
have been discussed in the Halakhah, especially the disagreements per-
taining to the scope of the prohibition against entry at present into vari-
ous areas within the Temple Mount.
We have already discussed the special sanctity of the Temple Mount in
Halakhah, in our review of Mishnah Kelim 1:6-8, which sets out the vari-
ous degrees of sanctity of the Temple Mount as a whole, and the special
sites it contains, such as the Temple Courts, the area between the Ulam
and the Altar, the Heikhal, and the Holy of Holies, which possesses the
highest sanctity and which may be entered only by the High Priest on
Yom Kippur. Even the individuals who were permitted to enter each of
the above-mentioned places (after having purified themselves) could do
so only to fulfill a religious obligation connected with the offering of the
sacrifices or prayers, or for purposes of repair or construction (see, e.g.,
Maimonides, Laws of the Temple 7:23).
Maimonides and Rabad (Rabbi Abraham ben David, a contemporary
of Maimonides and the author of a critique of Maimonides' Mishneh To-
rah) fundamentally disagree as to whether the sanctity of Jerusalem and
of the Temple existed only while the Temple stood, or whether it exists
for all time. Maimonides was of the opinion that this sanctity is for all
time (Laws of the Temple 6:14), and explains:
Why do I say, regarding the Temple and Jerusalem, that its pris-
tine sanctity continues for all time .... Because the sanctity of
the Temple and of Jerusalem is due to the Divine Presence, and
the Divine Presence never loses its force (id., law 16).
According to this view, all the laws pertaining to the sanctity of the
Temple remain in effect at present, and entry is strictly forbidden, be-
cause of the prerequisite of purification. Rabad, in contrast, maintains
that the original sanctity of Jerusalem and the Temple does not continue
in effect for all time (Hagahot ha-Rabad on Laws of the Temple 6:14).
Most halakhic authorities agree with Maimonides. According to some
opinions, even Rabad does not permit entry to the Temple Mount at the
present time, and his disagreement with Maimonides is limited merely to
the nature and authoritative rank of the prohibition (see: Rabbi Abraham
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Isaac Hakohen Kook, Mishpat Kohen 96; for an extensive treatment of
this topic, see: Rabbi Goren, The Temple Mount, chap. 7 ff.).
This approach, which is unique to Judaism-that the more sacred the
place or matter, the greater the obligation to maintain one's distance
from it and not to tread within its bounds-is not a reflection of a desire
for distance, but rather an expression of affinity and esteem. Rabbi
Kook, who dealt extensively with the subject of the Temple and the Tem-
ple Mount, wrote as follows:
Thus, the entire basis of reverence [for God] which is rooted in
our heart is due to distancing and not mentioning. This teaches
us that we cannot reach the sublime level necessary for mention
of the holy Name. By our being careful regarding the holy
place, since we are impure, we fulfill the obligation of venera-
tion of the Temple, which is more precious than that veneration
which comes from closeness for which we are not fit (Rabbi
Kook, Mishpat Kohen, section 6).
Continuing this line of reasoning:
Our ownership and affiliation are manifest by our not touching
this place. Our national genius is highlighted by our showing
the entire world that there is a place to which we do not enter
... the distance does not separate. To the contrary-it binds
(Rabbi S. Aviner, Shalhevetyah: Studies in the Holy and the Tem-
ple [Jerusalem, 1980], p. 29).
29. Another question which has been discussed a great deal, especially
recently, is that of permission to enter certain areas in the present Temple
Mount plaza which were not part of the original area of the Mount. Ac-
cording to the Mishnah, "The Temple Mount was 500 cubits by 500 cu-
bits" (Middot 2:1; a cubit was 48-60 cm.; see Ezekiel 42:20 and the Albeck
edition of the Mishnah, Middot, Addenda, 2:1). The walled area of the
Temple Mount at present is larger than the area specified in the Mishnah.
The difference between the size of the Temple Mount as described in the
Mishnah and its size in later periods is also indicated by the fact men-
tioned supra, that for many generations following the destruction of the
Temple, Jews-including Maimonides himself (see supra)-made pil-
grimages to the Temple Mount and prayed there, despite the prohibition
against entering the Temple Mount without the prescribed purification
(although some interpret Maimonides to mean that he prayed in a build-
ing adjoining and overlooking the Temple Mount, but did not actually
enter the Mount. See, e.g., responsa Yehaveh Da'at by Sephardic Chief
Rabbi Ovadiah Yosef, second ed., 1:25, and n.). Contemporary halakhic
literature extensively discusses what parts of the areas within the present-
day Temple Mount correspond to the area of the Mishnaic Temple
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Mount, and what parts of the areas in the present-day Mount were not
included in the Temple Mount of which the Mishnah speaks (see: Rabbi
Y. M. Tykocinsky, The Holy City and the Temple 5, p. 80; Rabbi Z. Koren,
The Courtyards of the House of the Lord [Jerusalem, 1977]; id., "Pro-
posed Prayer Areas on the Temple Mount at the Present Time," Tehumin
3 [1984], p. 413, and esp. 417-422; Sephardic Chief Rabbi M. Eliyahu,
"An Opinion," Tehumin 3 [1982], p. 423; Rabbi Y. Shilat, "Building a
Synagogue on the Temple Mount," Tehumin 7 [1986], p. 489, and esp.
497-511; Dr. A. Kimmelman, "The Boundaries of the Area of the Temple
Mount and the Hel and Their Laws," Hama'ayan 8 [1968], pp. 3 ff.). This
issue has recently been discussed at length by Rabbi Goren in his above-
cited book, which contains a detailed delineation of the areas within the
present-day Temple Mount clearly were not included in the original
Mount (see chaps. 16-17, 27 ff.). These discussions particularly stress the
importance of avoiding confrontations with the Muslims (see, e.g., Shilat,
supra, p. 511). Some halakhic authorities oppose entry to any area of the
Temple Mount, because of the difficulties in distinguishing precisely the
area of the Temple from the area to which entry is permitted, and be-
cause of fear that granting such permission would lead to uncontrolled
access to areas to which entry is forbidden, and that people would not
strictly observe the conditions for entering the area.
H. The Tour of the Temple Mount by the Court
30. On May 26, 1991, the court decided to view the Temple Mount, and
on June 16, 1991 the view took place. Those who attended in addition to
the panel of justices and ancillary court personnel, included representa-
tives of the parties; Prof. Kaufman, Petitioners' expert; and A. Heshin,
the Arab Affairs Advisor to the Jerusalem Municipality. The police
made the proper security arrangements, and Commander Chaim Al-
dabes, the commanding officer of the Jerusalem District at the time, and
Assistant Commander Natan Kramerski were also in attendance. The
court was received at the site by A. Drori, Director of the Antiquities
Authority; G. Avni, the Jerusalem District Archaeologist; D. Bahat, for-
mer District Archaeologist; Z. Singer, Director of the Building Supervi-
sion Department of the Jerusalem Municipality, and additional experts.
No one representing the sixth respondent, the Muslim Waqf, participated.
We regarded our viewing the area as extremely important, in order to
master the details of the issues under discussion and to understand fully
the arguments of the parties. The Supreme Court, upon receipt of a peti-
tion relating to the Temple Mount, which is under the sovereignty of the
State of Israel and subject to the jurisdiction of Israeli courts, is obligated
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to gain a proper understanding of the pertinent facts, which by their very
nature require viewing as well as listening, so that the mind will under-
stand how to deliberate and rule on the subject of the petition before us.
In this manner we fulfilled the obligation of the judge who sits in judg-
ment: "He can judge only what his eyes see, his ears hear, and his heart
understands" (Meiri, Beit ha-Behirah, Ketubot 50b).
In order to observe the laws deriving from the sanctity of the Temple
Mount and the Temple, I regarded myself, as an observant Jew, duty-
bound to study the [works of the] posekim and in their responsa, to ascer-
tain the areas on the Temple Mount to which the prohibition against en-
try does not apply, i.e., the areas that are not included in the description
of the Temple Mount appearing in Mishnah Kelim; and to understand
what laws must be carefully observed when entering even the permitted
areas. These laws are derived from the obligation of veneration of the
Temple. Maimonides ruled:
It is a positive commandment to revere the Temple, as Scripture
says, "and revere My sanctuary" (Leviticus 19:30). It is not the
Temple that you must revere, rather the One who commanded
its reverence (Laws of the Temple 7:1; see also: Maimonides,
Sefer ha-Mitzvot [The Book of the Commandments], Positive
Commandment 21).
Maimonides continued:
Even though, due to our sins the Temple is destroyed, we are
obligated to venerate it, as when it stood: who may enter only
where entry is permitted, and may not sit in the Temple Court,
or act frivolously ... as it is said, "You shall keep My Sabbaths
and revere My sanctuary" (Leviticus, loc. cit.). Just as obser-
vance of the Sabbath is a commandment for all time, so too is
veneration of the Temple, for even though it has been de-
stroyed, its sanctity endures (Laws of the Temple 7:7, based on
Sifra, Kedoshim 7:8, and T.B. Yevamot 6a).
The commandment to venerate the Temple applies always, at all times,
even according to the opinion that its original sanctity was attached only
at that time (for recent interpretations, see Rabbi Kook, supra and
others).
The laws derived from [the commandment] to venerate the Temple are
summarized by Maimonides as follows:
And how is it to be venerated? One may not enter the Temple
Mount with his staff, or while wearing shoes, or with his afundah
[a garment not worn outdoors as outer wear-according to Mai-
monides' Commentary on the Mishnah, loc. cit.], or with dust on
his feet, or with coins tied up in his cloak. Needless to say, it is
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prohibited to expectorate in the entire Temple Mount .... One
may not make the Temple Mount a place which he enters by one
entrance and leaves by the entrance opposite, as a shortcut;
rather he must go around it on the outside. And one may enter
it only for a religious purpose [devar mitzvah] ... and anyone
who enters the Temple Court must walk with measured pace,
where one is permitted to enter ... with fear, reverence, and
trembling, as it is said, "Sweet was our fellowship as we walked
together in God's house" (Psalms 55:15) (Laws of the Temple
7:2, 5, based on Sifra, loc. cit. and T.B. Yevamot loc. cit., Ber-
akhot 54a).
Based on the above-cited sources, I examined for myself the sites in the
area of the present-day Temple Mount which, according to all authorities
(or at least according to the majority of those who have made rulings on
this subject intended to be applied in practice), are not within the area of
the Temple Mount specified in the above-mentioned mishnah, and there-
fore may be entered. I shall not detail here the exact location of these
areas (as to which, see Kimmelman, "Boundaries," pp. 17-32; Rabbi
Goren, The Temple Mount, chaps. 12, 27; id., the two last pages of the
preface ["At the Entrance to the Temple Mount"]; id., introduction, pp.
23-24; Rabbi Koren, "The Temple Mount," pp. 413-423; Rabbi Shilat,
"Building a Synagogue," pp. 489-512). I also was guided by oral opinions
of leading halakhists. When we ascended the Temple Mount through
Moors' Gate, we walked in the areas that are not part of the Mishnaic
Temple Mount. We were especially careful not to walk in the area of the
Temple Courts, the Heikhal, and the Holy of Holies, entry to which is
forbidden by Torah law, nor in the area of the Hel, entrance to which is
prohibited by Rabbinical injunction (see: Encyclopediah Talmudica, vol.
15, "Hel," pp. 1 ff.). My fellow judges acted as I did during our viewing.
Since our viewing the Temple Mount was part of the juridical responsi-
bility of the Israeli Supreme Court, which is charged with preserving the
rule of law in the State of Israel and the State's sovereignty, I regarded
the entry to the Temple Mount as the performance of a religious duty
[dvar mitzvah] and out of reverence for the Temple, I immersed myself in
a ritual bath before ascending the Mount. I did not wear leather shoes as
I usually do, nor did I take any money with me (see Rabbi Goren, The
Temple Mount, end of the preface; introduction, p. xix; p. 373; Rabbi Ko-
ren, "The Temple Mount," p. 414; Rabbi Shilat, "Building a Synagogue,"
pp. 495, 511-512; Dr. Kimmelman, "Boundaries," pp. 13-17).
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1. The Route of the Tour by the Court
31. A study of the map of the Temple Mount reveals that the Mount is
a sort of rectangular precinct, with a south-north orientation. The pre-
cinct extends over an area of approximately 140 dunams and is sur-
rounded by a wall. Slightly to the west of the center of the precinct is a
surface raised approximately 4 meters above the surrounding plaza. The
Dome of the Rock (Kubbat al-Sakhra) is located in the center of this
elevated surface, which covers an area of approximately 23 dunams. The
Temple Mount precinct may thus be divided into five sections: the ele-
vated surface in the center of the Temple Mount, on which stands the
Dome of the Rock (Kubbat al-Sakhra); the western section, to the west of
the elevated surface, adjoining the Western Wall; the northern section, to
the north of the elevated surface; the eastern section, to the east of the
elevated surface; and the southern section, to the south of the elevated
surface, on which stand the al-Aqsa mosque and Solomon's Stables.
Our route in effect circled the elevated surface, taking care (because of
the halakhic prohibition) not to ascend the elevated surface, nor to draw
closer to it than the halakhah permits. We started in the western section
of the Temple Mount, and then traversed the northern, eastern, and fi-
nally the southern sections of the Temple Mount.
32. (a) We began at Moors' Gate, which faces the Western Wall plaza.
We went up to the Mount through this gate, which is currently the main
entrance for visitors to the Temple Mount. We began walking to the
north, and we stopped near the structure called the Madrasa al-
Ashrafiyya. This structure is located slightly to the north of the Gate of
the Chain (Bab al-Silsilah) and the gate interestingly known as the Gate
of the Divine Presence (Bab al-Sakinah). These are additional gates of-
fering entry to the Temple Mount to the north of Moors' Gate.
(b) Madrasa al-Ashrafiyya is a two-story building decorated with
various ornamentations. The front part of the second floor, which for-
merly contained dwelling rooms and toilets, courtyards, and study rooms,
is in ruins.
Extensive construction is being carried on to renovate the structure,
without the approval and permit required by the Planning and Building
Law and the Antiquities Law, as we were informed by Mr. Avni, the Jeru-
salem District Archaeologist. This is a building from the Mameluke pe-
riod; the Madrasa suffered extensive damage, mainly in its upper part, in
the earthquake of 1927, and was hurriedly restored during the period of
the Mandate, in the 1930s. Consequently, parts of the building are col-
lapsing, and the structure is in need of a fundamental restoration. Mr.
Avni saw no reason to oppose the renovations, even though they are lack-
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ing the permit required by the Antiquities Law. As he put it, he regards
the renovations as "praiseworthy work."
(c) We continued from the Madrasa northwards to the drinking
fountain. Mr. Bahat, the former District Archaeologist, explained that
the Waqf had done a workmanlike job of renovating this drinking foun-
tain, notwithstanding the lack of approval and permit, although the Waqf
had also installed modern sinks over Mr. Bahat's objection.
As we progressed on our circuit, we observed a relic, apparently from
the Second Temple period, with a rose or rosette motif. When we came
upon this relic, we heard an instructive lecture by Prof. Kaufman, ex-
plaining his opinion of the exact location of the Temples. In his opinion,
the First and Second Temples were situated in the northern part of the
elevated surface of the Temple Mount, with the Holy of Holies located at
the present-day site of the Dome of the Spirits (Kubbat al-Arwah) (see:
A. Z. Kaufman, "On the Location of the Foundation Stone and the Tem-
ple," Ariel (1989), pp. 64-65, 179-181).
(d) Continuing northward, we reached the Madrasa al-Manjakiyya,
a three-story domed building, partially constructed over a colonnade.
The Madrasa is located approximately 60 meters to the south of the
northwestern corner of the Temple Mount. Mr. Bahat explained to us
that the Madrasa, which is named after its founder Amir Manjak al-
Yusufi, was established in 1311, and its upper story was built in 1935. The
Madrasa building currently houses the offices of the Muslim Waqf.
We saw three new reinforcing supports in the Madrasa, which Mr.
Bahat states were added in the mid-1980s, again, without any permit or
approval. Mr. Bahat explained that the construction of the supports was
necessary to prevent the structure from collapsing.
(e) When we reached the northern part of the Temple Mount, we
noticed a broad surface opposite the gate known as the 'Inspector's Gate"
(Bab al-Nadhir) or the "Prison Gate" (Bab al-Habas). A large grove of
olive trees was planted in this surface. Adv. Drori explained that these
were all new plantings. He presented an aerial photograph taken in 1985
which illustrated that this was the case, and the respondents did not
disagree.
Prof. Kaufman explained that two of the relics that are possibly associ-
ated with the Antonia fortress of Herod are located under this olive
grove. (These relics are Nos. 37 and 55 on Professor Kaufman's map.)
Prof. Kaufman presented us with photographs of the surface before it was
covered with earth and plantings, and pointed the relics out to us in the
photographs, which showed them as they were visible at the time, and he
also pointed out the current location of these relics.
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Mr. Bahat noted that areas were covered over and plantings were done
over his objection. According to him, the top layer of earth cover pre-
cludes examination of the archaeological finds, but this covering layer can
be removed. The main problem is created by the planting of the olive
trees, which damage the antiquities, because their roots destroy the stone
relics. In Mr. Bahat's opinion, the plantings are the most serious of the
operations performed by the Waqf on the Temple Mount. In response to
the question by the court as to whether the Waqf was aware of his objec-
tion, Mr. Bahat emphatically replied that it was. Also according to Mr.
Avni, there is no question that the Waqf covered up archaeological finds.
(f) We continued our circuit, advancing toward the northern part of
the Temple Mount. We stopped at the continuation of this olive grove, at
the spot where we could see the northwestern corner of the elevated sur-
face. This corner contains the northernmost staircase to the elevated sur-
face from the northern part of the Temple Mount. This staircase is
located close to the small dome known as the Dome of Elijah [Elias] the
Prophet (Kubbat al-Khadr).
From this observation point we could see the location of several of the
relics which had been covered up by the Waqf. Prof. Kaufman especially
drew our attention to the location of the relics numbered 31 and 33 on
the map. No. 31 is, as we learned, a stone block from the foundation of
the northwest corner of the Temple Courtyard of the Second Temple, and
no. 33 is the junction of walls that are from the western wall of the Salt
Chamber in the Second Temple. Prof. Kaufman exhibited photographs
of the site before relics 31 and 33 had been covered with dirt and planted
over.
Prof. Kaufman also drew our attention to the location of a relic (no. 48
on the map) situated slightly to the southwest of relics 31 and 33, close to
the staircase. This remnant, a dressed stone cornice, from the base of the
way to the southwestern gate of the Temple Courtyard in the Second
Temple, is now covered by stone tiles.
The court asked Respondents to respond to the claims regarding the
covering of the antiquities. The Respondents did not dispute the facts,
and agreed that it is most likely that there are antiquities below the
surface.
(g) We advanced a bit further to the east in the northern section of
the Temple Mount, and this time we stopped so that we could see a path
situated to the south of the area in which we were walking. Mr. Bahat
noted that the path is concededly new, having been paved in July 1977.
Prof. Kaufman related that the path covers the relics numbered 34 and 35
in the map. These are remnants of two walls at right angles to each other,
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which constituted the entrance walls of the sacred Temple Mount gate on
the north (Tadi Gate). The walls were built of ashlars, and wall no. 35
was 1.78 meters wide.
Despite Prof. Kaufman's appeals to all the proper authorities, the pav-
ing of the path was not halted.
In response to the court's questions, Mr. Bahat indicated that the path
is of no archaeological significance, and is only on the surface. In re-
sponse to a question directed to Adv. Eliraz, he stated that whether such
a path requires a permit in accordance with the Planning and Building
Law is a question of what is reasonable under the particular
circumstances.
(h) We continued our view, still in the northern part of the Temple
Mount, and reached a point not far from the gate known as the "Dark
Gate," Bab al-Atim, or Feisal Gate. This gate, which affords access to the
Temple Mount from the north, is situated approximately in the center of
the northern wall encompassing the Mount. Extensive construction was
and is taking place to restore the wall at this site.
Adv. Drori presented photographs which attest to this construction,
and the photographs were admitted in evidence in the ruling previously
referred to, which was made immediately following the conclusion of the
view (see section 26, subsection 36). Adv. Drori contended that this con-
struction required a permit as mandated by the Planning and Building
Law, and Adv. Eliraz concurred.
Mr. Avni explained that this is a historic structure from the Mameluke
period, with the upper part Ottoman. The structure-mainly its Ottoman
part-was disintegrating, and it, together with its arches, required resto-
ration. According to Mr. Avni, this work was necessary to prevent col-
lapse. In his opinion, the construction here has continued for at least
three years. The restoration of the ancient structure is being done with-
out the permit required by the Antiquities Law, but, Mr. Avni noted that
nevertheless the Antiquities Authority and the Waqf have been infor-
mally working together. The Antiquities Authority sets up meetings with
Waqf officials in the Waqf offices, at which officials from the Authority
orally advise the Waqf officials on matters of preservation. Mr. Avni
noted that the Waqf generally acts in accordance with his professional
advice. In response to the Court's question as to whether the Waqf had
ever not accepted such professional counsel, Mr. Avni stated that in the
past two years there had been no such instance. Mr. Bahat recalled that
before then there had been such a case, which was mentioned supra: the
planting of olive trees in the area opposite the Inspector's Gate.
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(i) When we went to view the eastern section of the Temple Mount,
we walked along this section from north to south. Along the way, we
heard instructive discussions of the sites we passed. Thus, for example,
we passed by the Golden Gate, which is one of the earliest fully-preserved
structures in Jerusalem. No other gate has been the subject of so many
legends (Schiller, pp. 98-108). The gate, which is located approximately
in the center of the eastern wall of the Temple Mount, has been blocked
by stones for hundreds of years. Actually, this gate consists of a pair of
gates in the outer eastern wall of the Temple Mount. The names of the
gate express the unique and emotional attitude toward this gate. It is
known in Jewish tradition as Sha'ar ha-Rahamim [lit., the Gate of Mercy],
and in European languages as the Golden Gate. The Muslims call the
gate Bab al-Dahariyah (the Gate of Eternity); the northern component of
the pair of gates they call Bab et-Taubah (the Gate of Repentance), and
the southern component they call Bab al-Rahmah (the Gate of Mercy).
The pair of gates provides access to a gate house bisected by a colonnade.
The entire structure has uniquely beautiful decorations, particularly on
the lintels of the gate and the magnificent capitals of the columns.
Mr. Bahat noted that the structure of the Golden Gate had been re-
stored by the Waqf. The restoration had been completed a number of
years ago, and the Waqf had turned the structure into an Islamic library.
At present, most of the library has been transferred to the Madrasa al-
Ashrafiyya, and the site is relatively abandoned. Mr. Bahat emphasized
that the condition of the structure had been improved during the restora-
tion carried out without a permit. It is true that the Waqf laid new paths
at the site, but these did not cause harm to the antiquities. Antiquities
may be present underground, but only at a great depth.
Adv. Drori commented that new signs in English have recently been
placed on the gate, without a permit as required by law. The respondents
agreed that this was indeed so, but Mr. Avni stated that this did not cause
any archaeological harm.
(j) Another location about which we received an explanation during
the course of our viewing the eastern section of the Temple Mount is the
prayer platform (mastabah) for the victims of Sabra and Shatilla. The
platform is located to the southeast of the elevated surface of the Temple
Mount and, as was explained to us, it-like the other prayer platforms-
consists of a paved surface raised slightly above the ground. On the
southern side of the surface is a prayer niche, and on its northern side a
small staircase. On the prayer platform is a small stone memorial in the
shape of a cut tree trunk dedicated to the victims of Sabra and Shatilla.
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Mr. Bahat noted that this platform, which was built without a permit or
approval, was privately erected in November 1982 by one of the officials
of the Waqf.
(k) We concluded our view in the southeastern section of the Tem-
ple Mount, at Solomon's Stables. We entered the stables, examined them
thoroughly, and heard explanations by Mr. Avni. The "Stables" are a
large subterranean structure (55 X 100 meters) whose ceiling consists of
vaults and arches that rest on rows of square pillars. The structure is a
part of the system of retaining walls built during the time of Herod.
When Herod built the Temple, he decided to encompass it with a court-
yard sloping toward the south, and he therefore sought to elevate its
southern part, so that the courtyard would be level. Herod only partially
filled the southern slope with dirt, and he built halls supported by pillars
over the partial fill. The "Stables" received that name later, during the
Crusader period, when they were used as stables for the horses of the
Knights Templar (see: B. Sapir, Y. Drori, "The Temple Mount," in
Madrikh Yisrael [The Israel Guidebook]; M. Har El, This is Jerusalem
[Tel Aviv: 1969], pp. 224-225).
Having concluded this account of our view at the site and having clari-
fied the facts concerning the construction at issue, we now turn to the
legal arguments of the respective parties.
I. The Arguments of the Parties
1. The Position of the Muslim Waqf in the Proceedings
33. Petitioners contend that the actions of the Muslim Waqf on the
Temple Mount constitute more than just a violation of the law; the Waqf
does not acknowledge the jurisdiction of the State of Israel over the Tem-
ple Mount, and, for political-nationalistic motives, seeks to eradicate all
Jewish identification with the Temple Mount:
This conduct and undertaking of the Muslim Waqf is persistent,
prolonged, and semiclandestine with the intent and goal of erad-
icating Jewish identification with the Temple Mount, and im-
parting to the Temple Mount an Islamic political and
nationalistic character (section 7[a] of petition in H.C. 193/86).
The course of Islamization of the Temple Mount and elimina-
tion of every Jewish connection to it continues.., the situation
has reached the point that during the visit of Petitioner No. 2 on
the Temple Mount, a number of Waqf officials told him that
there had never been a Temple on the Temple Mount, and even
insolently challenged him to find any relics of the Temple.
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... There is cause for serious concern that these Waqf officials
will succeed if, on the one hand, they act without hindrance to
destroy all Jewish traces on the Temple Mount and, on the other
hand, and in the same breath, they make bold to claim that
there are no Jewish relics on the Mount .... One can compare
old aerial photographs with current ones, and the difference can
lead to the obvious conclusion that what the 2000 years since the
destruction of the [Second] Temple and the 19 years of
Jordanian rule in Jerusalem could not accomplish, the Muslim
Waqf has been able to accomplish in the 18 years of Israeli rule
in Jerusalem (section 12 of petition to H.C. 193/86).
After the Muslim Waqf had been added as a respondent to the first
petition (H.C. 193/86-see the decision of May 19, 1987), it appeared in
court, presented an affidavit of response, and its basic arguments.
In an affidavit of response filed on July 5, 1987, Sheikh Salad 'Adin al-
'Alami, Director, Administration and Preservation of the Muslim Holy
Places in Jerusalem on behalf of the Supreme Muslim Council, stated:
2. (a) The Temple Mount is regarded as one of the holiest places
for the hundreds of millions of Muslims throughout the world,
their eyes are always raised to it, and they travel to it for pil-
grimage and prayer.
(b) At all times, and more than a thousand years ago, the com-
petent Muslim authorities were entrusted with supervision of
the activities on the Temple Mount, and with full and exclusive
sovereign authority for its administration.
By this authority, they make every effort to preserve its honor
and integrity, and to maintain it as befits a holy place to which
Muslims stream in order to conduct their prayers, in accordance
with the principles practiced and accepted by civilized peoples.
(c) To the best of my knowledge and understanding, every secu-
lar, non-Muslim regime that controlled Jerusalem during the
course of hundreds of years honored this basic principle, and
neither questioned the autonomous powers of the religious and
Islamic authority in charge of the holy places, nor interfered
with its actions or matters for which it is responsible.
6. To the best of my knowledge, and with all due respect, this
Petition is beyond the jurisdiction of the High Court of Justice.
Thus, the Court has no legal basis for passing on the merits of
the petition and issuing an order (Heaven forbid) granting the
requested relief.
7. In view of the general position taken in this affidavit, I have
no wish to meet each and every point in the claims the Petition-
ers make in their petition, nor to enter into a debate with them.
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Rather, in fulfillment of my duties, I declare that whatever has
been done within the bounds of the Temple Mount in Jerusalem
has been done pursuant to the authority and responsibility of
the Supreme Muslim Council, as part of the diligent effort to
care for it as a holy place, to maintain and preserve it, and en-
sure that all its facilities are available to every Muslim who seeks
to fulfill the religious commandment, all consistent with main-
taining public order.
8.... To the best of my knowledge, the Petitioners have no
standing to bring their petition, and they have no right or au-
thority over the Temple Mount and its courtyards, or over any
part of it, or over what takes place upon it....
The points argued by the Waqf on October 23, 1987, begin with a his-
torical survey of the importance of the Temple Mount for Muslims, and
solely for them. The Waqf's legal arguments included various threshold
defenses challenging the right even to entertain the petition. The first of
these defenses was the following:
13. On June 28, 1967, the Government of Israel proclaimed the
annexation of Arab Jerusalem to Israeli sovereignty. ...
14. This Respondent will argue that this unilateral action is inva-
lid according to the generally accepted rules of international
law, which are binding on the State of Israel.
15. Consequently, moreover:
The area in question, as an area under military occupation, is
subject to the 1907 Hague Convention Respecting the Laws and
Customs of War on Land and the 1949 Geneva Convention
Concerning the Protection of Civilians in Time of War.
The relevant obligations imposed by these instruments in-
clude: retention of the local juridical system, and nonimpair-
ment of religious values or the rites and powers of religious
authorities.
It should be noted that according to Jordanian law (Law of
Muslim Religious Endowments No. 26, 1966) and the regula-
tions adopted pursuant to it, this Respondent is granted full and
unlimited rights regarding the al-Haram al-Sharif area [the Tem-
ple Mount - M.E.], including matters pertaining to construction
on the site.
The Muslim Waqf did not respond to the second petition (H.C. 4185/
90), notwithstanding the summons sent to it as a Respondent, and the
following decision of the court on December 27, 1990:
We are not issuing an order nisi, but Petitioners and Respon-
dents 1-5 agree that if the arguments of the Respondents do not
prevail, the order nisi may be made absolute. We direct the at-
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tention of Respondent No. 6 to this decision, and summon it to
the proceedings.
Despite all this, the Muslim Waqf did not submit any response to the
petition or participate in the Court's view of the Temple Mount (dis-
cussed in detail supra) to which it sent no representative.
34. This argument, insofar as it pertains to the current sovereignty of
the State of Israel over the Temple Mount and to the jurisdiction of the
courts of the State of Israel in regard to the Mount, is without merit, as
we have already explained (see section 24 supra; also see sections 35, 39-
41 infra). The description of the religious-cultural history and of the
political sovereignty of the Temple Mount as stated in the arguments of
Respondent 6, the Waqf, is most regrettable. The court also spoke explic-
itly to this point, referring to uncontroverted and indisputable historical
facts (see sections 4-24 supra). What we have demonstrated, both regard-
ing the current political sovereignty and jurisdiction of the State of Israel,
and regarding the place of the Temple Mount in the religious, spiritual,
and politically sovereign history of the people of Israel in the past, are not
the subject of disagreement among any of the Respondents except for
Respondent 6, the Waqf, which did not even trouble itself to appear in
this case. Its approach is without substance, and cannot withstand even
the slightest judicial or historical analysis. The Law and Administration
Ordinance (Amendment No. 11) Law, the Law and Administration (No.
1) Order, and the Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of Israel have estab-
lished the sovereignty of the State of Israel over whole and united Jerusa-
lem, as the capital of Israel, and have provided that the holy places shall
be protected from desecration and violation and from anything likely to
violate the freedom of access of members of the different religions to the
places sacred to them or their feelings with regard to those places (see
also: Protection of Holy Places Law). See supra, section 24, and see also
sections 39-41 infra.
We must therefore now consider the factual contentions of the Parties
relating to the repairs, construction and the other activities on the Temple
Mount, together with the relevant legal arguments. We shall first discuss
the pleadings and arguments of the Respondents.
2. The Responses and Arguments of the Respondents
35. The Legal Position Taken by the Attorney-General. In our judg-
ment, there is a prima facie case that the Waqf violated the Planning and
Building Law and the Antiquities Law. The decision of the Attorney-
General not to prosecute the Muslim Waqf for these violations is based
on the ground that "no public interest is involved" (section 62 of the
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Criminal Procedure Law [Consolidated Version], 5742-1982). The Attor-
ney-General's rationale for this decision is set forth in a letter he sent to
Adv. Drori on October 10, 1989:
The policy guiding me in the enforcement of the Planning and
Building Law, 5725-1965 and the Antiquities Law, [5738-]1978
in regard to the Temple Mount is that of which I informed the
High Court of Justice on September 18, 1988. The same consid-
erations I enumerated in that submission have guided me in the
present matter as well. I concur with what was stated in the
letters by the Mayor of Jerusalem and the Director of the Antiq-
uities Authority, and I have reached the conclusion that at pres-
ent there is no reason to press charges against anyone for
violation of the Planning and Building Law and the Antiquities
Law on the Temple Mount.
It should be stressed that every instance must be judged on its
own merits, taking into consideration the special nature of the
site as a place holy to the different religions, and the special re-
gard in which it is held by many of the world's people. The
stones of the antiquities in this place are not to be turned into
subjects of dissension. Moreover, the objectives of the Planning
and Building Law will be much better achieved if they are not
the subject of conflicts between peoples and religions which will
not advance them and for which there is no need. Not in every
case must strict justice pierce the Temple Mount, and it seems to
me that the approach of the authorities, who prefer to reach an
understanding regarding the site, will lead to the respect for the
values of the law by the members of all the nationalities and
religions.
The statement referred to in the letter of the Attorney-General was
submitted to the court on September 18, 1988, in H.C. 193/86 (appendix
P/8 to petition in H.C. 4185/90). Because of its importance, it is quoted in
full:
1. In principle, the area of the Temple Mount is part of the terri-
tory of the State of Israel, pursuant to the Basic Law: Jerusalem,
Capital of Israel; and the laws of the State of Israel apply to it,
pursuant to the Law and Administration (No. 1) Law, 5727-
1967.
Consequently, the Antiquities Law, 5738-1978 and the Plan-
ning and Building Law, 5725-1965 are among the laws applicable
throughout the area of the Temple Mount. 2. Nevertheless, as
Justice Witkon observed, it is an inescapable fact that the Tem-
ple Mount's "situation is unique, and I am doubtful if there is
anything comparable in the history of our land or in the entire
world. The situation is highly sensitive and fraught with dangers
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of interethnic strife, and the place invites tribulation" (H.C. 222/
68, M.A. 15/69, "Huggim Leumi'im" Society v. Minister of Po-
lice 24P.D.(2)141, 168).
The Temple Mount is regarded in Israel and the world as a
unique and incomparable place; hence the seriousness of the
problems relating to any occurrence on the Mount and its
courtyards.
This uniqueness also is the reason for the extreme delicacy of
the rules and laws regulating matters relating to the Temple
Mount. In such a place, even a simple question of enforcing the
law, or investigating possible violations, with all that this entails,
cannot be handled like ordinary judicial procedures; and it must
be recognized that, as Zilberg D.P. put it: "There are values...
for which considerations of pragmatism, flexibility, and of going
beyond the letter of the rule, or the letter of the law, are prefer-
able to the unbending, inflexible line of the strict law."
3. It is by no means easy to reconcile the unchallengeable prem-
ise that Israeli law-including the statutes relating to antiquities
and planning and building-applies to the area of the Temple
Mount, with "pragmatic" considerations necessitated by the dis-
tinctive nature of this unique site. But the pertinent authorities
must seek to have the law upheld, without being drawn into ac-
tions likely to ignite religious and political conflict, with incalcula-
ble consequences.
4. The police are not involved in the ongoing enforcement of
the laws pertaining to antiquities and planning and building; ac-
cording to section 59 of the Criminal Procedure Law (Consoli-
dated Version), 5742-1982, the police are not required to
investigate a violation when another authority is empowered by
law to do so. The planning bodies have been granted powers in
this matter by the Planning and Building Law, and the Antiqui-
ties Law grants certain powers to the officials of the Antiquities
Division. The police will assist the planning and antiquities au-
thorities, as circumstances may require, and these authorities re-
quest, and will provide whatever is needed for enforcing the law,
taking statements, and arresting suspects whenever a violation
of public order is suspected at the site.
5. The Local Planning Commission, which is the Jerusalem Mu-
nicipality, and the Antiquities Division will maintain joint super-
vision, inter alia over tours of the area and the receipt of reports,
including police reports, so that they will possess an up-to-date
picture of the observance of the planning and antiquities laws on
the Temple Mount. They shall report through their legal advisors
to the Attorney-General whenever there appears to be a serious
and fundamental violation of the planning or antiquities laws.
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When they consider whether a violation is significant enough to
be reported to the Attorney-General, the planning and antiquities
authorities should consider: the scope of the violation, the type of
construction or activity at the site, the extent of the injury to the
interests protected by the law, and the possibility of preventing the
harm to the protected interests by means other than the criminal
law.
6. The Local Commission (or the District Commission), the An-
tiquities Division, and the police will not take action to enforce
the law, including by demolition or issuance of a demolition or-
der, taking statements, arrest, or indictment without prior coor-
dination with the Attorney-General. If emergent need argues for
immediate intervention by one of the above-mentioned entities,
they shall report to the Attorney-General the actions taken by
them.
7. Any authorized agency to which complaint is made shall in-
vestigate, to the extent permitted by the resources available to
it, the facts pertinent to the complaint. But no formal legal inves-
tigation shall be initiated before the matter and the facts gathered
by the agency are submitted to the Attorney-General for determi-
nation of what action, if any, should be taken.
8. The Jerusalem Municipality, the Antiquities Division, and the
police shall continue to exert their influence to prevent, to the ful-
lest possible extent, all activity likely to lead to violation of Israeli
law at the site.
Ms. Mandel, the State's learned counsel, explained that every instance
of a violation of the Planning and Building Law or of the Antiquities Law
is reviewed in accordance with the above guidelines of the Attorney-Gen-
eral, and "each instance is investigated on its own merits, in light of its
seriousness, scope, and the degree of damage to the interests protected by
the law" (section 18 of the submission by the State in H.C. 4185/90, from
December 26, 1990).
As to the violations claimed by petitioners, the Attorney-General is of
the opinion that "the violation did no significant damage, in terms of
scope, type of construction or activity, or harm to the interests protected
by law" (section 11[c] of the arguments for the State in H.C. 4185/90,
from May 23, 1991). Consequently, and in light of the long time which
has elapsed since the commission of many of the violations and because
of the special sensitivity of issues relating to the Temple Mount, the At-
torney-General concluded that the public interest would not be served by
prosecuting the Waqf for the violations alleged by the Petitioners. The
Attorney-General emphasized that the ongoing supervision conducted on
the Temple Mount in accordance with his directives will prevent in the
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future "the possibility of serious and substantial violation of the planning
and antiquities laws on the Temple Mount" (section 6 of the above-men-
tioned main points of argument).
The factual basis for the Attorney-General's decision regarding the vio-
lations of the law claimed by the Petitioners, consisted, inter alia, of what
he learned from his visit to
the area of the Temple Mount together with the State Attorney,
the District Archaeologist Gideon Avni, and the Mayor of Jeru-
salem. During that visit, the Attorney-General obtained a clear
picture of the types of activity carried on by the Muslim Waqf in
the area.
The professional discretion regarding the work done is vested
in the professional bodies so authorized by the planning and an-
tiquities laws, but the Attorney-General saw fit to obtain his
own direct impression of the types of construction on the Tem-
ple Mount before making a final decision whether to prosecute
(section 4 of the submission of the State in H.C. 4185/90, July 22,
1991).
Regarding the special sensitivity of issues involving the Temple Mount:
The treatment of legal proceedings relating to the Temple
Mount cannot, by its very nature, be divorced from the
problems of Jewish-Arab relations in the State of Israel and in
the regions of Judea, Samaria, and the Gaza Strip; nor can it be
divorced from questions connected with the relations of the
State with the Arab states and the Muslim world, or with Israel's
foreign relations generally, in view of the well known notorious
international sensitivity as to the dominion and sovereignty of
the State of Israel over this place, holy to the members of all
religions, is wellknown (section 18 of the submission of the State
in H.C. 4185/90, from December 26, 1990).
The special sensitivity of the Temple Mount and the repercus-
sions from the disruption of the existing delicate balance there
were demonstrated, unfortunately, by a number of events at the
site, a number of criminal acts including: arson at the al-Aqsa
mosque, the incident involving Allen Goodman, who was con-
victed of murder on the Temple Mount, and attempts to blow up
the Dome of the Rock. In addition there have been conflicts
between the members of the different religions regarding the
maintenance of the site (see H.C., the Coptic Mutran), and, inci-
dents involving arson, assault, and threats during the visit to the
Temple Mount by members of the Knesset Interior Committee
in 1986 (when they came to investigate, inter alia, complaints
about violations of the planning and antiquities laws). Finally,
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incidents on the Sukkot holiday in 5751 [1990] resulted in loss of
life.
The special sensitivity of the Temple Mount has been dis-
cussed frequently by this honorable court when the Petitioners,
or like-minded complainants, have sought to organize prayers,
ceremonies, or demonstrations on or near the Temple Mount.
Thus, a long series of decisions has analyzed the possibility of
exercising the right to pray on the Temple Mount (H.C. 222/68,
M.A. 15/69, "Huggim Leumi'im" Society v. Minister of Police
24P.D.(2)141), and the possibility of prayer close to Moors'
Gate, as being subject to conditions prescribed at various times
to assure that public order is not disturbed (H.C. 292/83, Temple
Mount Faithful v. Commander of Police, P.D.38(2)449; H.C.
411/83, Temple Mount Faithful v. Israel Police - unpublished).
Due to the special sensitivity of the site, in the past year a
petition by the instant Petitioners to erect a sukkah adjoining
Moors' Gate and to lay a cornerstone in the Dung Gate area
was rejected.
The police continually receive reports reflecting the sensitivity
of the site and the fear of disturbances as a result of various
events, such as holidays, international events, etc. (section 6 of
the submission of the State in H.C. 4185/90, from July 22, 1991).
36. The Legal Position Taken by the Mayor of Jerusalem. The Mayor of
Jerusalem has noted that the authority vested in him by section 238A of
the Planning and Building Law to issue an administrative demolition or-
der against construction on the Temple Mount done without, or not in
accordance with a permit is discretionary (this section uses the wording
"may"). Applying his discretion, the Mayor of Jerusalem took into ac-
count the nature of the construction in the area, as well as the likely
problems involved in the execution of a demolition order on the Temple
Mount. After considering all these factors, he decided not to exercise his
authority. He stated:
In making my decision, I am required to consider the nature of
the construction in the area, as well as the more general prob-
lem of possible repercussions from strong enforcement meas-
ures in the Temple Mount area. ...
I toured the site, including Solomon's Stables, with the Dis-
trict Archaeologist, and we realized that the site was rigorously
maintained and that there was no illegal construction, except for
the paved surfaces most at ground level, and some above ground
level. These surfaces, like others that have been on the Temple
Mount for decades, are used by the Muslims for their religious
rites.
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In principle, I oppose all illegal construction. Due, however, to
the special circumstances of this case, and the problems resulting
from the special sensitivity of the Temple Mount... and consider-
ing the nature of the construction that has been done, and after
thorough consideration, I hereby decide not to invoke the au-
thority vested in me by section 238A of the Planning and Build-
ing Law, 5725-1965 in regard to the construction on the Temple
Mount (Appendix P/10 to the petition).
Mr. Kollek further declared that he visited the site immediately before
making his decision, and that he himself customarily visits the Temple
Mount at least once a month:
9. In accordance with the decision.., of the court in H.C. 193/
86, I reconsidered whether action should be taken in accordance
with section 238A of the law: before reaching a decision, I
walked about the area of the Temple Mount and I saw that the
construction was in the nature of maintenance of existing struc-
tures, except for some paving of surfaces in the area.
In applying my discretion, I considered the nature of the con-
struction in the area, the special circumstances of the case and
the special sensitivity of the Temple Mount with all the attend-
ant consequences. In light of this I determined not to take ac-
tion pursuant to section 238A of the law, i.e., not to order the
administrative demolition of the construction on the Temple
Mount.... 10. I wish to emphasize that as part of the program of
my visits and tours in the different parts of the city I also visit the
Temple Mount, at least once a month, and I see from close up
what is being done in the area. Furthermore, the workers of the
Construction Supervision Branch of the Jerusalem Municipality
regularly visit the area of the Temple Mount in order to ascertain
whether construction is going on in the area, and from time to
time I receive reports concerning activities in the area.
I wish to add that as a result of my visits to the area I have
learned that since my above-mentioned letter to the Attorney-
General [Appendix P/10 to the petition, cited supra - M. E.]
there has been no substantial change in the construction on the
site. Consequently, considering the nature of that construction
and the special sensitivity of the Temple Mount ... my decision
not to exercise the authority vested in me by section 238A of the
law remains in effect (affidavit by Mr. Kollek in H.C. 4185/90,
from March 13, 1991).
37. The Legal Position of the Director of the Antiquities Authority. The
authority of the director of the Antiquities Authority to order restoration
of the status quo ante conferred by section 31 of the Antiquities Law, is
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not mandatory, but rather discretionary ("in accordance with the direc-
tions of the Director," "the Director may"):
The Director of the Antiquities Authority is not obligated to or-
der the restoration of the status quo ante in every instance in
which a permit was not granted by the Ministerial Committee;
the law leaves such a decision to his discretion, and does not
even require consultation with the Ministerial Committee.
There is a clear distinction between the authority to grant a
permit for activities requiring approval and the authority to ap-
ply administrative sanctions (section 9 of the statement of the
State from July 22, 1991).
In the exercise of his discretionary powers, the primary consideration
of the Director of the Antiquities Authority was the protection of antiqui-
ties. He ascertained that the construction done by the Waqf actually im-
proved the condition of some of the antiquities, and as to the rest,
construction was done long ago and did not irreversibly damage the
antiquities:
The Director of the Antiquities Authority was guided, first and
foremost, by the professional consideration of his obligation to
preserve the antiquities. This consideration was his dominant
guiding principle, and, following it, he concluded that the antiq-
uities had suffered no irreversible damage. In addition, he is
convinced that the maintenance work was of high quality and
preserved the antiquities (section 8 of the statement of the State
from July 22, 1991).
The Antiquities Authority official further noted, in reference to the
maintenance work:
My professional opinion is that if a written permit had been re-
quested, under section 29 of the Antiquities Law, for the work
that has been done, the Antiquities Authority would probably
have recommended to the Ministerial Committee for the Holy
Places that it grant a permit for the major portion of the work
(section 6 of the affidavit by Mr. Avni from December 25, 1990).
After taking into account the preservation of the antiquities, and the
special status of the Temple Mount, the Director decided not to exercise
his authority to restore the site to its former condition:
Once he [the Director of the Antiquities Authority - M.E.] was
convinced that the antiquities had not been irreversibly dam-
aged, he was required in determining whether to take action, to
consider all the possible repercussions from each action he
might take at the site. Since a violation of the law was involved,
the Director of the Antiquities Authority took into account the
guidelines laid down by the Attorney-General regarding the en-
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forcement of the law on the Temple Mount (section 8 of the
submission by the State on July 22, 1991).
... I have concluded that there is no reason at present to exer-
cise the authority vested in me by section 31 of the Antiquities
Law, 5738-1978. In reaching this decision, I took into account
the fact that most of the work done at the site in violation of the
Antiquities Law was done years ago. In those instances in which
the antiquities at the site were covered by dirt or in which planting
was done without approval, the antiquities were not damaged and
can be uncovered in the future....
I am of the opinion that we must understand that the antiquities
are a spiritual and cultural treasure, whose value must be
respected and protected by all the agencies operating at the site,
without regard to religious and national affiliation.
Taking into account what has been stated above, as well as the
special nature of the place, and considering that any measures
taken at such a holy and sensitive place may well have far-reach-
ing religious, political, and international consequences, I did not,
as stated above, see fit to use my authority (Exhibit 11 to the
petition).
Nevertheless, the Director of the Antiquities Authority emphasized
that the Authority maintains constant supervision at the site:
I would further note that the Antiquities Authority keeps con-
stant tabs to ensure observance of the Antiquities Law on the
Temple Mount. Visits to the site take place frequently, and, if
changing circumstances so require, I will reconsider my decision
as circumstances dictate (statement by Mr. A. Drori, Director of
the Antiquities Authority, Appendix P/11 to the petition).
As part of the Antiquities Authority's operations in Jerusa-
lem, regular visits are arranged to the area of the Temple Mount,
in order to be always fully aware of everything that happens on
the Temple Mount pertaining to the Antiquities Law. Conse-
quently, the Antiquities Authority has a clear picture of what is
happening on the Temple Mount (section 4 of the affidavit by
Mr. Avni, Jerusalem District Archaeologist, from December 25,
1990).
3. The Replies and Arguments of the Petitioners
38. Petitioners contend that the reasons of the Respondents discussed
supra, for not prosecuting the Muslim Waqf and ordering the restoration
of the status quo ante, do not withstand analysis.
As regards the decision of the Attorney-General: that decision exceeds
his authority, because he (Appendix P/9 of the petition) does not even
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mention any of the only considerations the Attorney-General may prop-
erly take into account. He did not say-and it could not be said-that
there is no prima facie evidence, or that there is no public interest to be
served by prosecution. This latter point was not raised by the representa-
tive of the State until after the Attorney-General's decision was reached.
In any event, in the circumstances of this case, there is no justification for
the argument that there is no public interest to be served by prosecution
(sections 34-43 of the petition in H.C. 4185/90).
Similarly, the decision by the Attorney-General is fatally flawed:
The solution proposed by the Attorney-General, "to reach an
understanding regarding the place," is neither reasonable nor a
solution. First, it has been shown that despite attempts at "an
understanding," only Respondents 3-5 have any such "under-
standing," while Respondent 6 continues to act as it pleases.
Second, as a matter of principle, it makes no sense for the law to
be violated, not only once but throughout a protracted period,
while the authorities charged with enforcing the law attempt, as
they put it, to reach an understanding with the lawbreakers (an
understanding which is of no avail, because the violations con-
tinue) instead of punishing them (section 57 of the petition in
H.C. 4185/90).
Regarding the Attorney-General's fear of disputes between peoples
and religions:
Does this mean that in any instance in which it is feared that a
dispute will arise between peoples and religions, the offender
may violate the law, and assume that the Attorney-General will
not press charges against him because of this fear, thus im-
parting to the offender perpetual immunity because of "fear" of
a dispute between peoples and religions? We are of the opinion
that the High Court of Justice should take the stand that this
approach is not acceptable to the Supreme Court, and the At-
torney-General's decision, based on that approach, must accord-
ingly be set aside (section 58 of the petition in H.C. 4185/90).
Finally, the decision of the Attorney-General is flawed by invidious dis-
crimination. On the one hand, "Prosecutions are initiated every day for
criminal violations generally, and for building violations in particular, for
offenses considerably less serious than those committed in the instance
which is the subject of this petition," while, on the other hand, no prose-
cution is initiated against the Muslim Waqf (section 68 of the petition in
H.C. 4185/90). This unjustifiable discrimination in favor of the Muslim
Waqf is especially striking if we compare the treatment afforded the Mus-
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lim Waqf and that afforded the Ha-Idra Kollel system. Criminal charges
were preferred against the Ha-Idra Kollel system:
because in the property located within the bounds of the Old
City in Jerusalem, in the area of the [Western] Wall plaza [em-
phasis added - M.E.], the Petitioners [the Ha-Idra Kollel system
- M.E.] carried out the following building operations: they er-
ected a structure with the dimensions 2.10 meters high by ap-
proximately 7 meters long, composed of six constructions of
glass and aluminum between which are the [five] letters of the
[Hebrew] word Yizkor [May He Remember], and which also
contains a water pipe, mag [a plumbing installation], and pumps
to circulate the water. The indictment further states that these
works were carried out without the approval of the local Plan-
ning and Building Commission for the Local Planning Area of
Jerusalem, and in violation of the City Building Plan in effect in
the area (H.C. 267/88, Ha-Idra Kollel system, arnutah, et al. v.
Court for Local Affairs et al., at 731).
The Ha-Idra Kollel system appealed to the High Court of Justice, argu-
ing that the indictment was defective because para. 2 of the Palestine
[Holy Places] Order in Council, 1924, prescribes that the court may not
hear any case relating to the holy places. The High Court of Justice re-
jected this argument and affirmed the validity of the prosecution. Barak
J. stated (id., at 743):
The reason for this result is that in order to reach a verdict re-
garding the innocence or guilt of Petitioners, there is no need to
rule on any rights or claims regarding the holy places.
Consequently, we are left only with the consideration involv-
ing the maintenance of public order in a holy place. This consid-
eration requires acknowledgement of the judicial authority of
the criminal courts. Procaccia, J. rightly noted that The Plan-
ning and Building Law seeks to promote the public welfare by
regulating the use of land and by prescribing criteria for con-
struction, taking into account various considerations and inter-
ests. In order to implement these regulations, the law imposed a
system of strict supervision and registration, seeking to thereby
establish principles of public order and criteria for obligatory
conduct in this regard.
President Shamgar discussed the same principle in A.L.A. 1/84, at 500:
Illegal building not only undermines sound construction plan-
ning, but has more far-reaching implications: it is one of the
prime assaults on the rule of law. Whoever takes the law into
his own hands commits a clear and brazen assault on the rule of
law....
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Accordingly, the Petitioners argue
How is this case different from that one?
It is difficult not to conclude that this constitutes discrimina-
tion between the members of different religions, notwithstand-
ing the statement by the Attorney-General that his decision is
intended to lead to respect for the law on the part of the mem-
bers of all nationalities and religions (section 74 of petition to
H.C. 4185/90).
Regarding the decision by the Mayor of Jerusalem: in addition to the
arguments against the position of the Attorney-General, Petitioners con-
tend that the Mayor of Jerusalem was not empowered to take into ac-
count far-reaching political considerations such as he did:
The authority of Respondent No. 3 extends only over a limited
region (his city). On what basis can he think he may take into
account considerations pertaining to international affairs, which
are not entrusted to him? Moreover, if we permit one mayor to
do this, why should not the other mayors in the country take this
same liberty of playing "Foreign Minister"? The High Court of
Justice should not permit such a situation (section 82 of petition
to H.C. 4185/90).
Similar arguments were raised regarding the decision by the Director of
the Antiquities Authority. An additional argument made against the deci-
sion by the Director of the Antiquities Authority is
that the claim he made based on passage of time is factually
incorrect.... Furthermore, with regard to the powers conferred
by section 31 of the Antiquities Law, 5738-1978, there is no stat-
ute of limitations (section 21 of arguments by the Petitioners,
May 23, 1991).
Petitioners further stressed the particular duty imposed upon the Di-
rector of the Antiquities Authority to ensure strict observance of the An-
tiquities Law as to all matters involving the Temple Mount:
If there is any way to classify archaeological sites in the Land of
Israel in order of importance, the Temple Mount undoubtedly is
at the top of the scale, and Respondent No. 5 obviously must
make the Temple Mount his primary concern. Accordingly,
even if the position of Respondent No. 5 could conceivably be
acceptable in regard to a marginal antiquity at an unimportant
site, it is inconceivable that Respondent No. 5 could adopt such
a policy of inaction (lit., "sit and do not act [to fulfill a com-
mandment]") and allow the situation to deteriorate (section 90
of petition to H.C. 4185/90).
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J. The Legal Framework
39. As previously stated, and as the Attorney-General noted, "The area
of the Temple Mount is part of the territory of the State of Israel" (sec-
tion 1 of Appendix P/8 to the appeal, quoted supra in its entirety). Clear
expression of this principle is to be found in Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capi-
tal of Israel, section 1, which determines:
Jerusalem, entire and undivided, is the capital of Israel [emphasis
added - M.E.].
This has already been discussed in detail supra; it should be added that
this fundamental principle had already been well stated years ago, in an
early case involving the Temple Mount. The statement of the late
Agranat P. is still apposite:
In the wake of the shining and historic victory of the Israel De-
fense Forces in the Six Day War, which liberated considerable
parts of the Land of Israel, including the area known as the "Old
City," which also includes the "Temple Mount," upon which the
Temple of the Jewish nation formerly stood, on June 27, 1967,
the Knesset enacted the Law and Administration Ordinance
(Amendment No. 11) Law, 5727-1967, which states: "The law,
jurisdiction and administration of the State shall extend to every
area of the Land of Israel designated by order of the
Government."
The following day, by authority conferred by this law, the
Government issued the Law and Administration (No. 1) Order,
stating that the area of the Land of Israel described in the ad-
dendum to the law is designated as "the area in which the law,
jurisdiction, and administration of the State apply." This area
includes, inter alia, the Old City of Jerusalem, including the
Temple Mount.
The significance of this amendment to the law, together with
the Order based upon it, is that, in addition to the military con-
trol of the Israel Defense Forces, in the words of the Minister of
Justice in the Knesset session in which the draft of the amend-
ment was brought for a first reading, "a clear act of sovereignty
[was taken] by the Government, so that Israeli law would apply
to this area" (33 D.K. [Knesset Record] p. 2420) (H.C. 223/67,
Ben-Dov v. Minister of Religions, pp. 441-442).
See: A. Rubenstein, The Constitutional Law of the State of Israel (4th
edition, Schocken, Tel Aviv: 1981), pp. 83-87; and the recent comprehen-
sive essay by Dr. A. Maoz, "Are the Golan Heights Part of the State of
Israel?" Hapraklit 41 (1993-94), pp. 50, 52-57, in which the author dis-
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cusses the status of united Jerusalem as a part of the territory of the State
of Israel.
Agranat P. further stated:
The sanctity of the Temple Mount for the people of Israel, and
all this implies, is not subject to question. Its holiness is eternal
and is not dependent upon the government; the status of the
sanctity of the Temple Mount is beyond any challenge, legal or
otherwise (H.C. 222/68, M.A. 15/69, at 219; recently cited by
Cheshin J. in H.C. 33/92, Ben-Yosef v. Minister of Religious Af-
fairs et al., at 857).
Zilberg D.P. stated:
Our relationship to "the Wall" is the strongest and most inti-
mate of relationships, and this is based in the fact that the Wall
constitutes a part of the western wall of the Temple Mount (H.C.
222/68, M.A. 15/69, at 149).
Obviously, it follows from the sovereignty of the State of Israel over
united Jerusalem, and especially over the area of the Temple Mount, that
all the laws of the State-including the Planning and Building Law and
the Antiquities Law-are in effect in the area of the Temple Mount, and
the right of every individual to freedom of religion, freedom of access to
the holy places, and of protection against their desecration extends to the
area of the Temple Mount. We have already discussed this supra (sec-
tions 24, 35 of this opinion), in dealing with clause 3 of Basic Law: Jerusa-
lem, Capital of Israel and with the Protection of Holy Places Law.
40. It has also been ruled by this court that the power to give practical
effect of the right to worship resides in the executive authority, and not
the judiciary, as has been established by the Palestine [Holy Places] Or-
der in Council, 1924, sec. 2, as interpreted by H.C. 222/68, M.A. 15/69. It
nevertheless should be emphasized that despite the absence of judicial
review of the means by which the right of worship is made effective, this
intrinsic right is eternal and inalienable. In the words of the late Agranat
P.:
Needless to say ... the right of the Jews to pray is their natural
right, with deep roots in the long history of the Jewish people
[emphasis added - M. E.] (id., p. 221).
He continued:
... the right of the Jews to pray on the Temple Mount is par
excellence the national and historical right of the Jewish people;
they cherished it and longed to exercise it in every generation,
and they exposed themselves to mortal danger to attain their
desires regarding it; there were even those who boldly overcame
the decrees [of hostile governments] and came to pray on the
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Temple Mount and established a house of prayer there ... (p.
228).
See also: H.C. 99/76, Cohen v. Minister of Police, 30P.D.(2) 505; H.C.
537/81, Stenger v. Government of Israel et al., 35P.D.(4) 673; H.C. 33/92;
H.C. 67/93, Kach movement et al. v. Minister of Religious Affairs et al.,
47P.D.(2) 1. See also, for freedom of religion and the right to assemble
and demonstrate near the Moors' Gate, adjoining the entrance to the
Temple Mount: H.C. 292/83, Temple Mount Faithful, amutah, et al. v.
Commander of Jerusalem Region Police, 38P.D.(2) 449.
All of this has been discussed in detail supra (sections 4-24, 35 of this
opinion).
41. The absence of judicial review of the means by which the right of
worship is given effect has no relevance to the issues before the court,
namely whether to prosecute criminal violations of the Planning and
Building Law and of the Antiquities Law, and what, if any, administrative
sanctions should be imposed for these violations. Barak J. stated in a de-
cision of the High Court of Justice that
there are two alternatives: the first, according to which para. 2 of
the Palestine [Holy Places] Order in Council, 1924 does not ab-
rogate criminal judicial authority, and no violation can involve
the sanctity of the site; the second, according to which there may
be criminal violations over which jurisdiction has been with-
drawn from the courts by the provisions of para. 2 of the Pales-
tine [Holy Places] Order in Council, 1924 ...
The court need not decide in the instant case which of these
two approaches is the correct interpretation of para. 2 of the
Palestine [Holy Places] Order in Council, 1924, because under
either one of these approaches, para. 2 of the Palestine Order in
Council does not apply to the instant case. Obviously, the Or-
der in Council, 1924, does not deny judicial review of any crimi-
nal violations; it does not deny review of criminal violations of
the laws of planning and building. If, on the other hand, Pales-
tine [Holy Places] Order in Council, 1924, denies judicial review
of certain criminal violations, then the violations charged in the
instant case are not among those violations, because, in order to
decide Petitioners' guilt or innocence, there is no need to reach
a decision regarding any rights or claims involving the holy
places (H.C. 267/88, Ha-Idra Kollel system, amutah, et al. v.
Court for Local Affairs et al., 43P.D.(3)728, at 741-743).
This is true in the present case, and the Respondents did not argue
otherwise. The court must therefore decide the merits of all the issues
raised as a result of the criminal violations of the Planning and Building
Law and of the Antiquities law in the instant case.
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K Judicial Review of the Decisions of the Respondents
42. In the present case, Respondents 1 to 5 have decided, for reasons
maintained in their statements and affidavits discussed supra, not to exer-
cise their prosecutorial or administrative powers against Respondent No.
6, for conduct on the Temple Mount that is prima facie illegal. The deci-
sions of these Respondents are subject to review by this court. The ques-
tion facing us, therefore, is: Judged by the criteria adopted and
established in our rulings, are these decisions flawed to such a degree as
to justify and require setting them aside?
43. We were faced with a difficult decision. On the one hand, the Peti-
tioners correctly indicated-and we gained this same impression from
our viewing of the site-the many continuing violations prima facie com-
mitted by the Muslim Waqf in the Temple Mount region. On the other
hand, Respondents argued that the nature of the construction does not
justify prosecuting the Waqf or restoring the status quo ante, in view of
the length of time that has passed, the special political and religious sensi-
tivity of the Temple Mount, and the need to maintain public security.
It is difficult for us not to feel that Respondents did indeed, to a degree
more than was proper, ignore the violations of the law by the Waqf. Nev-
ertheless, but not without reservations, we have decided not to disturb,
this time, Respondents' exercise of discretion.
(In section 44, the court discusses the question of when the Supreme
Court, sitting as the High Court of Justice, engages in judicial review of
the decisions of the Attorney-General, the Mayor, and the Director of
the Antiquities Authority.)
45. Based on the foregoing principles, and the reasons cited infra, we
have decided not to disturb the decision of the Respondents.
What are these reasons? First, the nature of the work is done and the
time which has elapsed since a substantial portion of the work was com-
pleted. As Respondents argued, and as we had occasion to learn during
the course of our view, much time has passed since the dirt cover was
laid, paths were paved, and the prayer platforms were constructed; and as
to some of the work, it is doubtful if a building permit was required. In
any event, it is agreed that these activities did not cause irreversible dam-
age to antiquities. As to the construction and restoration work, these in-
disputably contributed to the preservation of the antiquities, thus
supporting our conclusion not to disturb the decisions of the Respon-
dents, and, specifically with regard to construction already completed, not
to require restoration of the status quo ante.
We found most difficult the issue raised by the planting on the Temple
Mount. Mr. Bahat argued, as previously noted, that the plantings cause
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irreversible damage to the antiquities, and that the Waqf did this work in
defiance of the explicit directive of the Antiquities Authority. A substan-
tial case can therefore be made for reversing the decision by the Respon-
dents not to prosecute or require restoration of the status quo ante to the
extent possible. The court nevertheless has decided not to reverse these
decisions by the Respondents, because the experts do not agree on the
issue of damage done to the antiquities, and Petitioners have not over-
come Respondents' argument that no such damage has been done by the
plantings. We are absolutely certain that the Respondents will do every-
thing in their power to remain vigilant to prevent any damage to the an-
tiquities, and the court will look to them to act accordingly.
46. The main reason why we have concluded not to reverse the decision
of the Respondents is their commitment to thoroughly and rigorously su-
pervise activities on the Temple Mount, and to ensure that the law is ob-
served and the value of all the antiquities on the site is not impaired. This
was noted supra, but, because of its importance, it bears being briefly
noted once again:
The submission by the State dated December 26, 1990, states:
Let it be made clear at the outset that, in accordance with the
guidelines laid down by the Attorney-General dated September
18, 1988 (Appendix P/8 to the petition), the Local Planning
Commission and the Antiquities Authority were instructed to
maintain continuous supervision, consisting inter alia of site vis-
its and review of reports, including police reports, so that they
will have an up-to-date picture of everything pertaining to the
planning and antiquities laws on the Temple Mount.
The very fact that such supervision is ongoing will prevent any
possibility of a serious and substantial violation of the planning
or antiquities laws on the Temple Mount (section 8 of the above
declaration. See also section 6 of the main points of the argu-
ment by the State in H.C. 4185/90, and section 32[e] of the sub-
mission by the State dated July 22, 1991).
Mr. Kollek, in his affidavit of March 13, 1991, to H.C. 4185/90, declared
that:
10. I wish to emphasize that as part of the program of my visits
and tours in the different parts of the city I also visit the Temple
Mount, at least once a month, and I see from close up what is
being done in the area. Furthermore, the workers of the Con-
struction Supervision Branch of the Jerusalem Municipality regu-
larly visit the area of the Temple Mount in order to ascertain
whether construction is going on in the area, and from time to
time I receive reports concerning activities in the area.
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The officials of the Antiquities Authority stated:
we must understand that the antiquities are a spiritual and cul-
tural treasure, whose value must be respected and protected by all
the agencies operating at the site, without regard to religious and
national affiliation. . . . I would further note that the Antiquities
Authority keeps constant tabs to ensure observance of the An-
tiquities Law on the Temple Mount. Visits to the site take place
at fixed times and, if changing circumstances so require, I will
reconsider my decision as circumstances dictate (statement by
Mr. A. Drori, Director of the Antiquities Authority, Appendix
P/ll to the petition). As part of the Antiquities Authority's op-
erations in Jerusalem, regular visits are arranged to the area of
the Temple Mount, in order to be always fully aware of every-
thing that happens on the Temple Mount pertaining to the An-
tiquities Law. Consequently, the Antiquities Authority has a
clear picture of what is happening on the Temple Mount (sec-
tion 4 of the affidavit by Mr. Avni, Jerusalem District Archaeol-
ogist, from December 25, 1990).
In contrast with the situation in the past (as was the case, for example,
at the time of the deliberations in H.C. 193/86), Respondents maintain
now, and will maintain from now on, meaningful supervision on the Tem-
ple Mount, and keep close watch to ensure that the law will be enforced
and observed. Respondents have stated their belief, and we assume that
this supervision will ensure, that from now on the letter and spirit of the
law will be observed and enforced by all Respondents. We fully trust that
this supervision will be meaningful and "alert supervision," and not
merely going through the motions.
Accordingly, we add that Respondents, in addition to the rigorous su-
pervision in the future to uphold the law, must do everything in their
power to preserve the antiquities on the Temple Mount, particularly in
the situation that has now come to exist. Thus it would be desirable, for
example, for Respondents to fence off and suitably mark the antiquities
on the Temple Mount that have been covered (and certainly those which
have not been covered) with earth, paths, or plantings. It is the duty of
the Respondents, and especially of the Antiquities Authority, to ensure
that no ancient or archaeological relic will be damaged or defaced, and to
take all steps necessary to preserve and maintain every such relic.
47. In regard to limitations on the right of prayer by Petitioners on the
Temple Mount, Zilberg D.P. stated:
I did not treat the petition of the Petitioners lightly, and I never
treated it except with respect. It is of great importance for us,
and precisely for this reason it must be treated with "with fear
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and trembling" - seriously, with open eyes, and foresight. The
object of the petition is the Temple Mount, the site of the Tem-
ple, the delightful treasure of Jerusalem; and about Jerusalem it
is said:
Jerusalem was destroyed only because judgments were deliv-
ered in it according to strict Torah law (T.B. Bava Metzia 30b).
In my opinion, this means, as the Talmud explains, that there
are values so sublime, so above and transcending everything,
that the considerations of flexibility and pragmatism of "going
beyond the strict rule" or "beyond the letter of the statute" are
preferable regarding them than the rigid and inflexible line of
the strict legal rule (H.C. 222/68, M.A. 15/69, at 159).
In the case at bar, it should be added that if it is proper to go beyond
the strict law and to refrain, in the proper circumstances, from exercising a
right granted by law, it is certainly appropriate to refrain from conduct
that contravenes the law, and to prevent violations of the law regarding
planning and building, and preservation of antiquities. This consideration
as well, from now on, should guide the Respondents.
48. Summary and Conclusion. "The sanctity of the Temple Mount for
the people of Israel, and all this implies, is not subject to question. Its
holiness is eternal and is not dependent upon the government; the status
of the sanctity of the Temple Mount is beyond any challenge, legal or
otherwise" (H.C.222/68, M.A.15/69, at 219). The Temple Mount has been
holy to the Jewish people for some 3,000 years since the construction of
the First Temple, and for approximately 1,000 years prior to that, from
the Binding of Isaac on Mount Moriah. Due to the centrality of the Tem-
ple Mount in the spiritual, social, and political history of the Jewish peo-
ple, entire historical eras have been named after it: the "First Temple
period" (from the tenth to the fifth centuries BCE) and the "Second
Temple period" (from the Return to Zion in the fifth century BCE to 70
CE). Even after the Temple was destroyed, it continued to occupy a cen-
tral position in the religious and spiritual life of the Jewish people. The
western wall of the Temple Mount, the "Western Wall", is the most sa-
cred site in Jewish tradition (sections 4-16; 22-23; 28-30 supra). To mem-
bers of the Islamic faith, the Temple Mount has been holy for
approximately 1,300 years, and it is of lesser importance than Mecca and
Medina; the members of the Christian religion also attribute religious im-
portance to the Temple Mount (sections 17-22; 33-34; 39 supra). The leg-
islation of the State of Israel and the rulings of this Court establish that
Jerusalem, entire and undivided, is the capital of Israel, the area of the
Temple Mount is part of the area of the State of Israel, and the law, juris-
diction, and administration of the State of Israel apply to it. These in-
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clude, inter alia, the provisions of the Planning and Building Law and the
Antiquities Law, and encompass the right of every member of the differ-
ent religions to freedom of worship, freedom of access to the holy places,
and protection against their desecration (Basic Law: Jerusalem, Capital of
Israel; sections 24; 33-35; 39-41 supra). Respondents 1 to 5 determined
not to prosecute Respondent 6, the Muslim Waqf, for its prima facie vio-
lations of the Planning and Building Law and the Antiquities Law in the
Temple Mount area, and not to compel restoration of the status quo ante
(sections 25-27 supra), for the reasons they have stated (sections 35-37
supra). We ourselves visited and viewed the Temple Mount, in the areas
to which entry is permitted by Jewish law (sections 28-32 supra), we
heard the arguments of the litigants who appeared before us, and we
studied the material which was presented to us. We found it difficult to
avoid the impression that Respondents 1 through 5 closed their eyes to
these violations of the law more than they should have (sections 25-27;
33-38; 43 supra). We have decided, however, not without hesitation, that
we shall not on this occasion disturb the result reached by Respondents,
for the reasons which we have stated concerning what took place, and
because of the conditions and provisions which we have prescribed for
meaningful and strict supervision from now on, and for taking suitable
measures to mark and preserve every ancient or archaeological relic, as
set forth in detail supra (sections 42-47 supra).
Accordingly, we deny the petition, but in light of all the circumstances,
we have concluded not to require Petitioners to pay costs.
Justice A. Barak: I concur.
Justice G. Bach: I concur.
Decided as aforesaid as set forth in the opinion of Deputy President M.
Elon.
Judgment given on September 23, 1993.
VIII. GLOSSARY OF TERMS*
AGGADAH the non-halakhic, non-normative portion of the oral TORAH
(SHE-BE-AL PEH) consisting of historical, philosophical, allegorical,
and ethical rabbinic teachings
AGGADIST a composer of AGGADAH
AMORA pl. amoraim rabbis of the TALMUDIC period (220 C.E. to end of
the fifth century C.E.)
* This glossary was compiled by Jonathan Cohen and is not part of the original text
of the opinion.
1996]
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AMUTAH an association which is not aimed at creating gain or profit for
its members, and which serves a public purpose or interest
A v the eleventh month (out of twelve) in the Jewish calendar year
DUNAM a measure of area; 1000 square meters
ERETZ ISRAEL the Biblical land of Israel
HA ij (Arabic) (1) pilgrimage (2) honorary title of a Muslim who makes a
pilgrimage to Mecca and Medinah
HALAKHAH the generic term for the entire body of Jewish law, religious
as well as civil
HALAKHAH, pl. halakhot ("the law") (1) a binding decision or ruling on a
contested legal issue; (2) a statement of a legal rule in a prescriptive
form; (3) in the plural, a collection of any particular category of rules
HASMONEANS (HASHMONAIM) leaders of the successful Jewish revolt
against the Greeks in Palestine who established an independent Jew-
ish state and sanctified the Temple. Following the revolt (started at
167 B.C.E.), the Hasmoneans established a dynasty that governed
the independent Jewish nation until 63 B.C.E.
HEL an open space inside the boundaries of the Temple Mount, between
the walls of the Temple complex
KNESSET the Israeli parliament
LEVWTES descendants of Levi (son of Jacob) who served in the Temple
throughout the First and Second Temple periods
MIDRASH ("study", "seeking") texts interpreting scripture and
HALAKHAH
MISHNAH the code of R. Judah Ha-Nasi, redacted about 200 C.E. Basis of
the TALMUD
MISHPAT IVRI ("Jewish law") that part of HALAKHAH corresponding to
what generally is included in the corpus juris of other contemporary
legal systems, namely, laws that govern relationships in human
society
MITZVAH, pl. MITZVOT ("commandment") (1) religious obligation (2)
good deed
POSEK, pl. POSEKM authoritative decisionmaker, decisor
RABBAN an honorary title of great teachers and sages, particularly leaders
of the SANHEDRIN during the Second Temple period
RESPONSUM pl. RESPONSA letter sent by a POSEK in answer to a question
presented in written form. This genre of literature covers all aspects
of Jewish life, and is an important source of Jewish law from the start
of the Middle Ages to this day
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SANHEDRzN (1) the assembly of 71 ordained scholars constituting the
supreme legislative and judicial authority of the Jews during the pe-
riod of the Second Temple and some time thereafter; (2) the name of
a tractate of the TALMUD
SEPHARDIC originating in Spain or pertaining to Jews and Jewish commu-
nities that trace their history to Spain prior to the expulsion (of the
Jews from Spain) of 1492
SHEKEL (1) a measure of weight (used particularly for precious metals)
amounting to 7.2 grams, approximately (2) a measure of national
currency during the HASMONEAN period
SHEKHINAH ("dwelling") God's presence
SUKKOT ("tabernacles") a holiday during which Jews made pilgrimages to
Jerusalem throughout the period of the First Temple and of the Sec-
ond Temple
TALMUD the Mishnah and the discussion of the Mishnah by the amoraim
of Babylonia (comprising the Babylonian Talmud) and the amoraim
of the Land of Israel (comprising the Jerusalem Talmud)
TALMUDIC pertaining to the TALMUD
TANNA, pl. TANNAIM rabbi of the Mishnaic period (first century to ap-
proximately 220 C.E.)
TORAH ("teaching") (1) the five books of Moses (Pentateuch); (2) the
entire Hebrew Bible; (3) doctrine; (4) custom; (5) the prescribed pro-
cedure; (6) divine revelation; (7) all Jewish study, the entire religious
and ethical and cultural literature of Judaism
ULAM the entrance hall to the Temple, leading to the heikhal
URZM AND THUMMIM holy objects set on the breastplate of the High
Priest which were used in judgment during the period of the First
Temple and possibly some time thereafter
WAQF (Arabic) an incorporated trust, property held by the Muslim trust
that cannot be sold or transferred to others
YESHVAH ("a place for sitting") academy for Talmudic study
YOM KzppuR the Day of Atonement, ten days after the start of the Jewish
year, is the holiest day in the Jewish calendar
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